Farm, Garden and Household.

Republican Journal;

Farm of Gov, Smith of Vermont.

Towle, agricultural Editor of the
Albans, Vi Transcript, has recently
\ isited the farm ofGov. Smith,and to his report we arc indebted tor the following particular.- ol the estate. It contain- about
one t housand acres, besides a tract of marsh
land, and is situated on what is called St.
Albans Point. We have often alluded to
the (’hamplain valley as one of the richest
agricultural sections of New England, particularly h>rthc production of grass The
"i'ii is hca\\, but productive
The GovMr

St
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There is

i- composed of clay, clay
loon, muck and perhaps occasionally a
The vield of the hay crop
gravel loam
i- from mm to poo tons unnualh
Tlii-year
IP-’* acre- an* under tin* plough, ho of
which arc in oats and two or three in manga.ids, which were looking finely. It is
intended t*> raise grain only for tin* use of
the farm.making hay the principal crop, of
To assist in
wt.ich a portion will lx* sold
k. -cpi’ig up the fcrtilin of the meadow-,the
dfp"<it of muck referred to, will be used
alone "ii c 1 a\ soil, it was stated that a
ipiantity was dug last winter ami put in
heap- on the field, and in -pring. a- soon
a- the trost
wa- out,
spread evenly and
farm

ernors

no

of Farm

remedy
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Produce.

Guests of the Heart.

for the fluctuation

They call ami

wasting our energies in trying to remedy
this evil, it is better to accept the fact that
it lias alway s existed and always will ex-

and other crops.

In the
i‘ai't- l»\ partition a alls of brick.
mi ll part «d the lirst floor above the
t-oim nt i- the carriage room. n0x70teet.
l. irgc weighing scales will lx* inserted in
be flo.-r
In one eorner will b** an office,
..:«!
mom l"i -team power, with which
•m and grind the feed lbr horses ami
itri.
Running lip from this Hour to the
: urth -t"i \. whieh will be devoted to the
!■
:t‘, e of threshed grain, will lx* an elewhile in an opposite corner will he
feed nolii.
I he two room- north and south of the
described, oil this floor, arc each
e1
1<*" tcid Min* fa cattle ami tin* other
horse- and cattle
there will be a
»w
id -tall- on eaeli sub* with a wide
i-sage wa\ between, and doors at each
tllowmg ol tin* passage «d’ teams
u "Ugh the cow -tubh*.
A shallow trench
i.i; d the cattle -falls will hold tin* water
id ab-M/'bant-. which, with the solid ex.iimi- will be precipitated into tin* inain
a-liar lx*low
II
third floor contains three lofts for
c-Tiiiiuted l" In* -urticii-nt to contain

regard

Boiled

to

that of'the superinten-

where tin* entile force is fed and a
Then* are also several old
part loijged.
'' ini'
: difiemnt
parts of tin* e-tatc
A Model

Hay

Field.

rode out with Abram
A
to hi- hay field on Valley
AveiiUt*. about two miles from the heart
"1 the eit\
It embrace-just t Went V acres,
o-i- t 11\
picket tenee, and is a- near
h*v el plain a- ipossible to be found on
u; upland
i hen* is neither a -lone iu>r a
On Monday,
'tnui|, on tin* whole of ii
i o the
mowing machine was put into
tin* glass was a rich sight To behold
ii wa- pur. timothy in full blossom, and
fn
head looked as lull and i■ veil as did
:i held
d r\ e
W oo,la,«l b;u gained w ith a man to
■•■’vv 1 he
re- lor
He commenced
Monday with a span <>! hoi-e- amt a
e. hilie
and linished i.ii W ednesday
He
iengaged jllst sixteen holli lit cutting
whole field
I he making raking and
gutting int<' the barn will cost about.
moi,
I he yield of the liel.J can be hardly
than lilty tons, or about two and one
n dt to the a-'i’e
We selected all average
gMteh paced it and found it contained 1<M
dOn thi- patch were 7*1 tumbles of
bay \\ wu-iv -atislied that they averaged
l hat would be
pound-t<- the tumble
little over J ! j? tons to the acre.
I he workmen will find it a tight -<piee/.e
get the hay int>* ihe barn which stands
u the middle i.l the held, and which is ,‘Uj
it will he
by bo lent W ith is b et posts
blied -olid lull to the ridge pole
Our
! ti niei friend- «*riu
judge Invv much it will
t >ll short *1 lilty tons.
1 he -oil of this held i- clay loam.
1 lie
*•■>1 "t it ha- not been under tile
plough
twelve yearl he last id it was laid
fw\u live years ago,
Mr Woodard topebe—
it once in two or three years soon
•drer hay mg.
Here oui Maine farmers have an illus1 at ion
-d lew profitable the growing of
a-1 his crop of grass
may be made.
Monday morning, a- i! stood in the
held before the machine was put into it,
wa- worth -SbOO in cash.
To cut and put
into the barn in prime order will cost but
•»n. -Ut ’S'in
Before ten months roll round
would probably -ell in the barn forsifbo.
In the lir-t place t he ground w as smoothv
md properly laid d-vvu.
This makes
expense of getting tin- hay very light
niv ibout & 1 j:> a ton. in the next
place
ikept in good heart hv top dressing
w hieh i- Hot
expensive.
1 hi- iicld will this year
pay Mr Woodi
*
per cent on his investment, li has
biblv not paid him less than lo per
ni a -ingle year since he
purchased it
Baugm ’ommereial.

evening;
odurd. K-4

we

1

..

Destruction of Inbucto.

&

1,70,000.1 M Ml.

Cow Oil. LaMRS 1n.II Kiel.' to Milk
One of mu* dairymen, whose butter has a
high reputation in this market, informs
been some comus. there had latterly
plaints about it. the cause of which lie for
a time was unable to discover, but linallv
traced it to the fumes of a coal oil lamp,
It shews
used in lighting the milk room.
(if such a word is proper,) tin* extreme
sensitiveness of milk to tin* least impurity
in tin* atmosphere, and its rapid power ot

■

\.

»ung branch

on

which tin* vermin

are

tending,

that anyone who wants a
cheaper
easier plan should beseech Jove to kill

!i«

by lightning strokes. The rose-bug,
’an
reai
lily be shaken from trees.
\\hei* they attack trees <d even tolerable
ihe\ can be shaken oi jarred from tin*
.inches, and with a garden-roller crushed
a tin*
I hi- of course has to be
ground
d< ne earlv in tin*
uioruiug or late in the
evening' while they are in a somewhat
!•
ipid condition. <)n smaller bushes tln*\
in be easily* shaken oil into
pails or open
in

*

-i/e

vessels of

water,

and then taken away and

I'm the pear slug, a small,
destroyed.
greenish-black, moist body there lias been
many recommendations Fowdered <juieki.nu*

not

slacked linn* —receives the

most.

But
froiii practical men
unless tin* trees an* very large, or tin*
number very great, hand-picking is considered to be the best wav of getting rid of
them
l sually there are but
eompara; .\
ely few which do the damage, and a live
u
«i\ year old pear tree may be cleaned
--I them in live or ten minutes.
The leaf
closed over them and the insects crushed
between tin* folds.
We said these

<

•imteiianee

w.-re

things

annoyances to orchardists of taste
<nd neatness
but besides this the
plant
utieis maternally by the
injury to so much
h
not
ioiiage
only looks well to have
health\ foliage, but ii pays to
preserve it.

-Mr. .Meehan oi the (iardener’s Monthly
iloes not see the beauty of a very close
shave of layvns, and thinks an even and
regular growth of a half to one inch pretties than one cut lower, and adds that a
shou cut is fatal to long-lived lawns.

Hut should they be absent this evening.
Should even the household depart—
Deserted, I should not In* lonely.
There still would be guests of the heart.
The faces of friends that I cherish,
The smile, and tin* glance and the tone.
Will haunt me wherever I wander.
Ami thus I am never alone.
WHAT CAME OF IT.
you think you wouldn't do it,
Dolly?" suit! Rnele 'I.iphalct, pulling out
tile stove health and poking at the coals.
“No, 1 wouldn’t. ’Liphalet,” replied
Aunt Dolly, resting her shining knittingneedles, while she stirred up the pumpkin simmering in the pot.
“The farm’s
paid for now, and if we’re savin’ we'vo
enough to last us through Why should
we
harass ourselves wi’ seekiu’ alter
riches?”
’Tain t riches I’d he after seekiu' after. Dolly, hut this Mr. Swinton—they call
him a very smart young man, Dolly—he
says if the mill ain't rebuilt the village'll
go baek’ards, the farm’ll sink in tally,
“Tlit>n

sequious

old woman, but to Swinton her
was

constitutionally agreeable

He
It argued well, too, for his designs
drew Ids gloved linger athwart his foxveolored moustache, and talked business
Heaven help the simple-minded old
couple now ! What is “business” to them
but a kind of mysterious wonderland, full
of pyramids and sphinxes and statues of
MammonJ What a business man but a
priestly sorcerer, with his offerings and incantations. living ever among the mysteries ?

lint Heaven did help him.

Sometimes

people in their sorest
needs; and yet, things work obscurely
and very far around, and who as yet lias
it

does

seem

to

fail

the end of any thing?
Aunt
in her wood rocker, knit

seen

wlu‘ii it will tax

our

skill to raise

A correspondent of the .Maine Farmer
states that “our orchards near the sea
shore are never troubled by the borer,
unless they are already in the young trees
when we purchased them of the nursery
agents. Whether our practice of mulching the trees-with rock weed, or they do
not relish the sea air, prevents their location and depredations with Us. 1 am unable

He

fined fact, that was nowhere allowed to
melt away into suppositions or uncertainties?
I liain't hut leetle money, anyway,”
■

said I'ncle ’Liphalet, pushing back his
rough, gray locks with his rough, trembling lingers. “Mother and me saved up
enough, leetle by leetle, to eddyeate Kobe
with : but he (Rube) died, you know, and

they

were

was

not

apportioned.

greedy

of Rube's money as in Swollen'.- I eeis el! him.
The certificate of stock in the 1
Then ."In- -at down with her stock-kuit"Native
Village Manufacturing Com- t.ng In-skle I Tide 'Lipii*let. ITiele Liphawas carefully laid away, and she
let
shook Worse, and his hair and face
pany"
no longer
spent sleepless nights over it. wci'o whiter than when Sw inton called
i. ir sighed when the matter was meiithree \ ears before.

thinking

hands.

t.oned.
The mill went up and the operativecame; real estate rose again, and the naUncle ’Liphalet
tive village flourished.

peddled

rile creditor talked pleasant 1\ ; so had
predecessor. All “business men" w civ
Aunt Doll\ of the art ful Sw inton type.
The cr«*< I it or opened tin* subject very

his
to

1\
I know the law gives it to you. sir;
but it’s liard, hanl bringing my mind to
it.” said the hoarse voi-e of laide Liph.
coining from inlirm lip- “Here's win re
Dolly and me came when we were first

out

gellt

and mutton

—

married.

There

was

a

heavy mortgage

the farm; but wo said we'd work ourmoustache. While he carried on the cot- seive> dear, and we did it. sir. Wed
ton manufacture, he did a still more flour- saved up something for ltube's eddyca
ishing business in the manufacture of facts. linn; but Kube died, and the money’s
He heaped facts upon facts on the head of gone; tin* farm i." going, and we're going,
the president until he smothered that gen- i don’t know where w e re going
tleman in facts; he piled bales of facts beThe creditor looked troubled.
fore the directors until they couldn’t see
“Why. sir. there ain’t a rod of stone wall
over the pile; he threw facts into the eyes • >n the farm but what I’ve laid the .stone:
of the stockholders until they were stone not a knot o’ drained medder land but I've
blind; he gave banks and creditors scour pul down the tiles; not a bearing tree in
it y of facts, and his friends quailed nepentln
the orchid but I grafted; there ain’tof facts in the social glass. Days when Oh! it’ll be dretVui to take awa\ tin* farm,
croqueting was dull, the books were d reftu 1
"fixed."
Tilde Liph laid his great, rough hands
Bookkeeping, once a science,
designed to show the pecuniary standing i over his face, and the tear- trickled through
of individuals and companies, now lie- hi" lingers.
came an easy and economical method ol j
*ile don't oughter shed tears," said
living things Now and then a dividend Aunt Dolly, apologetically. but lie's been
was declared, and the stream that turned
so
harrassed ami worried lie's kind o'
the mill glittered pi the sun like the river weakened and broke down, sir.
Rut it's
Paetotus. Uncle ’Liphalet put greenbacks hard on us both to leave tin* old farm.
into the contribution box, and thanked There’s a dilfeivnce. sir. betwixt a farm
the Lord daily that lie was giving him in- that's bought for a lump of money, and a
crease id' substance.
larm that seems to stand for the spotted
Then there began to be a haze in the call, and the cosset sheep, and the yellow
air through which had glittered the river hen's eggs."
Paetolus.
Swinton said it was smoke from
1 nelc 'Liphlet broke in
"It's rocky,
the Boston lire
It grew
denser and and don't look like much, I know but
denser.
pears to me men are like some trees; it's
“Smoke from that-Boston lire; them a> had their roots twisted around
wind blows it this way, yet.-’ said Sw in- and under the rocks that it is hardest to
ton between the port's of his cigar.
tear up.
I never expected to die in the
But smoke has an unpleasant effect on poor-house, sir.
None of o' my kin ever
men’s eyes, and meeting after meeting went there
What would liube say J Why.
was held to devise measures to get rid of w hat would iiube say
Dolly !J"
it
Uncle ’Liphalet. at these meetings sat
I've tried hard to realize it." said Aunt
silent and trembling, listened to talk that Dolly, in the night time, too, sir what
he could no more understand than the it’ll be to be sitting by somebody's else
chatterings of Choctaws, and was shown tire
knitting him a-bringing in their
statements that he could no more compre- wood and out here another than me can
hend than the inscription mi the Pom pc v
ning their phrnrn. md di ving their -age.
Pillar. The Man of Facts lounged in an and a-spattin' up the butter on the baek
attitude of such elegance as men are w ont porch
<>
to assume when by themselves, and agreed
And tlriviug' tin* cows t«> pastin'
l.i- .ltr
til. <>M UIUII
with everybody
assured evervhnUy, .> as l.Oi U>
for putting tuts tiling through, and offer
•‘tint the hardest thing to leave— Reuben
eit hi- facts for this latter purpose with our son
lie wa- turned eighteen, sir
is
If you'll -lep to the
astounding liberality. Alack! the Swin buried on the farm
ton cigar smoke, though it rose gracefully
window
ir. 1 11 'how
you his graw.
and ( Ui led around the heads of the -st. >i i,
i hen* down under that maple
There
holders, naturally mingled with the smoke when* he lilted for college, and when
of the Boston tile, and the men's vision- In* came to die. it seemed. >ir. as it' in
became more and more obscured.
that place v«''here he'd dreamed over his
All hi once Swmton was oft to Kurnpe Latin and Dr *ek of a great lutin', there he
tor purposes of self-cultill'e. perhaps the w anted to be left,
lie asked it that morn
man needed it.
Then were his layers ot in a whisper I hope whoever gets tin1
facts, las dividends in money, pushed farm. sn they'll- they'll keep up the
aside. (), ye gods, what a sight met the fem e around the grave
Now the smoke
1 he creditor choked baek something in
gaze of men, then!
rolled up in volumes from all ijuarter- a his throat, and made a nenous gesture.
darkness that might lie felt set in. and
"Keep it yoiu's* It. madam, keep it YourNo self.
men groped for each other's hands.
1 ade take- its own risks and niii>t
more did the Paetolus glisten and glitter hear its own losses,
i 11 not eoiue baek
and shimmer before their eyes, but in on security of which 1 w a- ignorant when
their ears roared a swollen, turbid stream, 1 accepted the obligation, on property
foaming, tossing great rakes of ice up and that has become security through the disdown, and threatening to bear them all honesty of the mail who deceived m»* as
on

j

—

"■

*

wheat enough for ourselves. We shall do
it, of course, but we shall have to farm
And Inbetter than many of us do now.
is a wise man who is getting his land
cleaner and richer.

and

for the one to whom

early potatoes, sweet corn,
by the quarter; and Artford
Swintoii, though he had presidents and
directors and clerks, and heaven only
knows what else around him, was “The
best
Company,' and smoked cigars
brand or none—gave the company's note-,
You and forever stroked the foxy-colored

deference

to

he allowed his prey
to lie
post.
fattening until the leaf-buds swelled
“L wish we hadn’t done it, ’laphalet.'
on the lilacs.
Meanwhile, what agonies
said she.
Aunt l)oll\ underw ent cannot be described.
“Oh! don’t say so, Dolly, don't.”
What mu t the crab feel in seeing the
“1 don’t like his eyes, and fur all lie stork straddle along' the shore and gobble
talk- so open and honest, he seem-- to un- up his fellows, and not knowing whether
like a close man, a man who keep- some- his turn dial! come now or then ?
Aunt Dolly
ideal creditor was an iron
thing back
“You luusn't keep prejudiced agin him. man, steel tipped and liras--bound ; when,
Dolly, because lu- appears a little vain therefore, the real creditor one earls April
and flashy.
Men ain't now what they morning -w nag back the little picket gate,
He comes of an holiest. and stopped t smitf at the lilac buds, she
were in our days
obleeging kind of a family, and they call closed her OSes as she would base done
him a very smart young man, Dolly "
in the hands of her executioner.
She
Time with its incidents and aeeidet -t- went through, and let him in, as if lie
went on. anil Aunt Dolly grew use-1 t<had come unto III own and his own re-

Dolly,
absorption. The difficulty was entirely
on the socks that would
bring her away, grind them up, and carry them out
remedied by putting in a tin ventilating silently
sev enty-live cents a pair.
Uncle ’Liphalet to the open ocean
tube, leading from top of chimney to outdrank in the man’s words with child-like
Some of the men there could talk, and,
side roof.
The butter was not afterwardone have letters on his hand, ami
incredulity.
though
Farmer
of.
complained
[Practical
“Let me tell you, sir. manufacturing bricks on bis head, if he can talk his conBut Uncle
enterprises are the life of our villages. dition is not unbearable
isovvim; \\ in-vi ami Oats Tocjktiif.k.
Swinton drew his com- ’Liphalet could not talk ; so lie picked lii-The plan ..f sowing some oats with spring- Compare”—Mr.
and correctly.
“Were way home
wheat ha.-been practiced to a considerable parisons fluently
through the snow storm and
we
to locate elsewhere, stock would be rattled the back door as a signal to Aunt
extent in some parts of Wisconsin, and
taken up,' but owing to our most
Dolly to let him in.
probable more this spring than ever before, rapidly and unfortunate
lire—loss of con“Are you frozen, ’Liphalet ?” asked
.lames tiilli.-. Cooksville, Wis informs us singular
that in his vicinity but little wheat was fidence in the location—1 am strongly de- Aunt Dolly, in terror, as tin- candle-light
sirous of conferring the advantages of the struck the white face.
sown alone, most farmers sow ing from a
mill on my native v illage; citizens must
Uncle ’Liphalet staggered in, ami sinkfourth to a third of a bushel of oats per
The attack* of the subscribe.’’
ing on the lounge, covered bis face with
acre with tin* wheat
"As liii tlie risk, how can there he any his wrinkled hands
chinch bugs are thought to be prevented
Let me explain.”
Mr. Swiuton
“(>, Dolly!”
There risk!
t<> a good degree, by this method.
was a man of facts, unimpeachable, im“You needn’t tell me, ’Liphalet : I know
i* little difficulty in separating the wheat
movable
that
there
was no going
facts,
But <>,
what’tis.
I’ve felt it coming
from tin* oats. [Western Farmer.
hack or around.
’Liphalet! we’ve helped each other through
"That doesn’t admit of a question. 1 hard times these fifty years, and we've got
.Mr. ,1. Harris of Rochester, N. V says,
in the American Agriculturist that we know it to In* true—why, we’ve demon- each other yet.”
Uncle ’Lipli only groaned.
talk about raising “wheat enough lor the strated it, sir. l)o you see?”
I'ncle ’Liphalet thought he saw. Who
’world," but our own population is increas“Maybe the farm’ll last us through-,
a square,
sharply de- we’re almost worn out, and it won't Ining so rapidly that the time will soon could avoid seeing
come

About this time ol the year fruit
groware * 'iteii troubled wilii certain
insects.
nich are very annoying to tin* neat
i« hrmlist
1 here i- the slug on tin* pear
tlie tent-caterpillar on tin*
apple, and
'11
rose-bug on tin* cherry, all of which
^iil skeletonize a tree in short order. For
ph"t there has been published varireceipts tor destroying them. Some
td\•
ate Ihjiinls «»r washes, s«»me lire, and
un "lie»ke
But unless the trees are very
’l gr
there Seems to be liu way so good as
1 In* tent -caterpillar, even
band-pick ing
*‘i
large trees, ran la* so readily got at by
pair ol pole-shears, rutting away theeii-

“Certainly, rely on me—I do assure
you- 1 shall remember the circumstances.
Any favor that is in my power to confer"
—Mr. Swinton had said glibly.
Aunt Dolly stepped to the window with
her knitting, and watched the man as he
struck a light for his cigar on her gate-

some

year
boneseaiuc into general use as a lertili/ei
tin* foreign hones imported wen* valued at
the custolll-holise at £lObo. 0(10, since
which time it is estimated that the amount
paid for imported bone- alone amounts to

stone

ceived,

tle blue book.

■

tent

i. i-t

The shadows, the firelight or even,
The sound of the rain’s distant chime,
i’ouie bringing with rain softly dropping.
Sweet thoughts of a shadowy time;
The slumberous sense of seclusion,
From storms and intruders aloof,
We feel when we hear in the midnight
The patter of rain on the roof.

and tilings’ll generally run down.
ready
neatly-cut pieces know, Dolly, 1 never held back when 1
ways
• •I
on
toast, a pale blown color; lay them
could do anything to help along.”
a dish, a hot one : let each piece be of a size
■1 ain’t likely to forget,'I,iphalct, where
to hold the lettuce and one poached egg;
the calf and butter money went to in time
pour over the toast a little of the water and o’ war, nor how
you've given to church
some gravy: if the latter he not hands, a
and missions, schools and poor folks, and
little fresh butter should be spread on tineverything else anybody’ll a mind to draw
toast previous to pouring the water from
You and I’ve had more
up a paper for.
the lettuce to form a flat layer: neatly
disagreements”—
trim the edges of tin* vegetable, and place
“Hut this’ll be helpin' others, Dolly.
a poached
egg on the top. Or prepare This Mr Swinton—lie’s avert
pleasantsome
toast
as
above, and spread over
'poken young man, Dolly—he says lie'll
each piece a thin layer of anchovy or
guarantee the stock shall pay for itself in
bloater paste,on which lay the lettuce ; then three
to live years,
lie says he’d rather
season to taste. To prepare the lettuce for
build here than elsewhere, because he
be
should
well
and
cleansed,
boiling they
wants to help bis native village, and if
tin* top of the leases, if they have the
we'll all take hold, and each help a little
slightest appearance of fading, cut otf: he can do it
lease as much of tin* stalk as possible,
“We've no money to put in," said Aunt
cutting off tin* strong outer -kin The Dolly, leaning back and fixing her eyes
-talk is, when boiled the most delicious on the
coals t nele Liph had raked open,
Idle large Cos lettuce makes the
part
unless we take”—
handsomest dish, hut we prefer the flavor
d nless we take that we’d laid by for
ofThe Drumhead
[Knife and Fork
Rube’s eddyeation.” said l,nele’I,iphalct
softly.
EDglikh Farming and American.
••Since (ind took Knot* s eddyeation into
his own hands, ’Liphilet, I’ve always
in an address to the farmers of New
Jersey, the other day, the orator of the wanted that money to lie in the bank unI can't bear
occasion alluded to the fact that in Eng- til we’d a plain call to use it
land, in less than a century, the produc- to think of its being used like other
tion of wheat had risen from 10,000,000 money.”
••Nor 1, Dolly; but llube would wish it
to 100,000,000
bushels.
'1'his enormous
increase he attributes to systematic atten- doing good, and this Mr. Swinton, lie says
it might draw thrible what it does now
tion t.» all the requirements of good farm
iug t<» tin- -kill and exactness with which We can maybe use the income in helpin’
all tin- operations arc performed: t<* their boys who love lamin’ as Kube did."
< arcful
selection of the best varieties of
Dolly replied nothing. After the menseed, and to the extensive and good use tion of Rube’s name silence was wont to
of their barnyard manure
Nothing is fall between the old couple—an old couple
leti in casualty or chance.
NO expecta- outwardly—as crooked, as gnarled and
tions arc indulged in that an unusually ••craggy as any two old apple-trees that
favorable season will atom* for short- drew sustenance from their rocky fields.
This Mr Swinton came out to the farm
lb* alluded to the
coming.- or neglect
business-like liberality of tin* Fngli-h the next day, and Aunt Dolly put on her
to tin*
black alapaea apron and received him
■«*.» in*'
earth.
l*\
farmer- »u
with a courtesy.
A man of less shallow
un-an- of purchased manures, tin elements
of fertily exhau-ted by cultivation, and
sympathies would have been touched with
in which a kind of pitying tenderness for the obstated that in 1« *7. the lir-t
Have

■

addition

Lettuce,

isadelieious \ egetable, and the
flavor is something indescribable, resemble asparagus orseakale, and not quite like
either Lettuces may be simply boiled and
eaten as other greens,but they can be boiled
and served as entremets, in a variety «>1
to ourtaste,

i'1-ement

in

is true in

turist.

or cellar contains three
nm*eied by large doors, allowing
fre» pa-sage "1 team- to all parts
li*
will lie conveniences for -toiing
i- mild. \c
a- well a- manure.
Mi
low le also -a\ s that a tank for
-i\ti*i n feet in diameter, will extend
imm ibis ba-cmeiit to the roof ami be tilled
with water tmin the Hav. bv wind power
ii* p!nr* of a eidllmu of water of that
ig'ht mu-t iicccssitafe a tank <d immense
•vivngtli A tank *'ii each floor ina\ be intended
i her** an* live houses for laborers on the
irtin

same

capital and intelligence required to produce them
[.(. Harris, in Am Agricul-

Foils.
!■•'

And the

raising pork, mutton, wool, beef,

butter, cheese. Ac.
Adopt a system, and
stick to it
1'hese articles will always be
wanted, and will bring prices, in the long
run, in proportion to time, labor, skill,

>

i

to

the water’s edge.
Poor, dedisheartened though they
were, never did men strain muscle harder
than those who sought to lighten her; bill
over the side the water came in, and site
went down.
Then up from the east and the west,
and the north and the south, came creditors
seeking their .just dues, none doubted, but
seeming oftentimes to the gnarled and
hard-working debtors, like the fat kirn*
come up anew to ile\our the lean
Aunt
Dolly and I'uele ’Liphalet waited patiently

he removed his spectacles
his labored signa-

“We must trust you to take care of it
for us, sir: father and 1 don’t know any
thing about business," Aunt Dolly had
said, as she relinquished the precious lit-

the spirit goes forth in its yearnings
To take ail its wanderers home:
Or afar in the regions of fancy.
Delights <m swift pinions to roam;
1 quietly sit in the firelight.
The firelight so bright and so warm—
For I know that those only who love me
Will seek me through shadow and storm.

act

as

ture.

When

accordingly. The real remedy
is for a farmer to adopt alixedand definite
system of .management, and to stick to it
At this time last year potatoes were not
the clay land-: and such i-its proximity worth here twenty-live cents a bushel,
dollar a
over a
the field- where wanted, and with the now they are worth
almost unlimited supph there would seem bushel. Taking one year with another,
the crop, in favorable localities, can lie
m
tx* ii" need of inferior
grass crops in
Make up your mind
made profitable.
favorable seasons.
about how many acres it i- best to plant
A brick bar.-. 10U
by Ido feet, has been
emoted, but not finished. Ihe central part oil your farm, and plant no more nor no
four stories nigh, including the base- less, no matter what the price may be
ment
and the whole is divided into three And so with wheat, barley, corn, oats,
ist, and

said,

critically surveyed

answer and mingle again—
the deep and the shrill in an anthem
Make harmony still in their strain;
And the voices of sentiment mingle
In mountainous regions of snow.
Till from hill-top to hill-top a ehorus
Floats down to the valleys below.
As

men,” or speculators, or railroad monopolies. It depends on the great law of supply and demand. All that these men can
do is to aggravate the evil. By refusing to
buy when the supply is large they may
depress prices to a point far below the
cost of production : and by refusing to sell
when there is a scarcity they may force
But
an article up to an exorbitant rate.
Instead of
this is alt that they can do.

The result was a crop
ot grass m> heavy and
lodged that it could
only be mown one way with a machine.
1 mm 1 hi experiment it is
safely concluded
that muck will lx* a valuable fertilizer for

had
and

each oilier—

They

in prices. It depends on causes beyond
the control of an individual farmer.
It is
not caused to any great extent by •middle-

brushed down fine

answer

With the
that we'll be waiting.
farm and each other”—
“Oh, Dolly, Dolly, you don't know tinworst, and 1 can't, tell you. 1 never can
tell you. f never can tell you, Dolly,
never”—Uncle ’Lipli staggered part way
across the room, then turned suddenly
“They're going to take it all Doily—

long

well

would shame

you.
My humanity
me."
The nlil couple stared at the man in a
What did lie mean
dazed sort of a wav
-this iron man, steel-tipped and lirassIjotind-—tins "business' man?
"1 believe I'll be able to catch the noon
train," said lie snapping his watch ease.
Aunt Dolly followed him to the door.
••I—I don't know as 1 understand you,
as

sir."
I've
•Keep sour farm, ma'am
moral claim. 1 11 have im claim to it

in>

(lo

on
drying your sage, and spatting up
your Inittcr and p an for Sw iiitoii, for he
needs it, if ever a man did."
Aunt Dolly laid her own hand solemnly
'twice she tried to
on the mail's sleeve,
speak, and twice she failed.
"The laird bless you. sir, in your basket
and in your store, at your fireside, and
among men; and (>, sir, when \on grow
an old man and feeble, may He hold you
in the hollow of llis right hand
Aunt
Dolly’s thin, quivering voice
swelled to a full tone, and the man inclined his head reverently.
What does he say, 1 Jolly ?" called l nele
■

hiphalet

The man broke oft'a spray of the brown
green lilac-buds and crushed them,fragrant
as the old woman's blessing, between bis

palms

I low wonderful it is that, right, after
clean, clean as we
who would destroy our faith in
tin* money has lain in the bank.”
we began fifty years
were when
ago, those
"A thousand isn’t much, anyway,” said house and farm and cows—everything. humanity, so often come those ale* nthe man of the thousands, tipping hack in There’s been great carelessness as well as ,‘stablish it in four-fold lirnmcss!
his chair, and picking his teeth elegantly ; great wrong from the very
beginning,
•hut the morale your subscription lends and now they’re coming. The law’ll let
(Ikn. 1‘iu.siu la's Nkkvu.
la a sketch
is something. Our very singular and un- ’em, and it’s got to go—the back pastin’, el the life of the late (loll. Amos Pillshlin
fortunate tires you see. The tact that men and the wood lot, and the orchard, and the Albany, N. V.. express relates the folto decide.”
like yourselves have entrusted their sav- everything, even Kube’s grave, Dolly. (), lowing interesting incident :
About that
to us gives us desirable
(iod! haven’t I served Thee these fifty time ( lNL'ii) bis father was appointed Sustanding.”
The Ohio Farmer says that for a day or ings
Illicit* ’Liphalet’s vanity was touched, years—why shouldst Thou east me oil perintendent of the Connecticut State
two last week, the water and shore of tinbut Dolly with closed lips counted hei- now ?”
Prison, his son being the deputy : but, in
lake along that region were literally
st itches.
I he gray, scraggy lace, with the gray,
1830, liis father having resigned, Amos
swarming with Colorado beetles. ThouWhat do you say, Dolly?”
scraggly hair around it, was turned Pillsbiiry was tendered the position, alsands were seen floating on the water,
“I've said my sav, ’Liphalet, In sick- toward the ceiling. Aunt Dolly went out
but twenty-live years of age. It
though
and millions having reached the sandy
ness or misfortune we
fall back on into the night.
was in this institution, and almost a ipiai
might
beach and dried themselves in the sun
Rube's money, otherwise I’d rather it reIt was stormy, and cold, and bitter. ter of a century ago, that a desperate felwere
taking flight into the country in mained in the bank."
The sleet cut against, her cheek, the wind low named Scott was eonlined for fifteen
search id’ potato fields.
A thousand dollars, sir,” continued the raved in her hair, and the snow drifted at years.
He was determined not. to work,
old lady, sufficiently humbled before this her feet, but Aunt Dolly didn’t mind it. nor to submit to any of the rules, and
An artesian well, pumped by a wind- man of means, “a thousand dollars that’s She
only wanted air anil to think. She shortly after entering the institution be
mill, now supplies the barns on the Agri- been saved, bit by hit, and laid up in five leaned
up against the weather bound nearly cut oil' liis left hand to avoid doing
cultural College Farm at Lansing, Mich., dollar hills for a
seems clapboards
Was it. really going, going, any labor. Hut his wound was immediateobject,
particular
with water
different from a thousand dollars that’s going, all going? She couldn’t think, ly attended to, and in less than one hour
just one of many going up and down, and one word alone whistled over and over in afterward lie was engaged in turning a
1 he cloud that veils full
her brain—going, going. She looked otf crank with one hand
For this he threatknowledge “is trucking around in business, sir.”
a cloud of love.”
The light-eyed Swiuton played with his through the storm to the dimly outlined ened to murder the warden on the lirst
Many things about our
and
almost
about
great future,
watch-chain nervously. An unsophisticat- maple beneath which lay Rube’s grave. opportunity, and in some way getting
everything
our earthly future, is concealed from us.
hold of a razor he sharpened it for the
ed old woman—this being a solicitor t'ot- That, too, was going.
11 we look back, with a
Heart and brain together grew numb; dread purpose.
thoughtful heart, her patronage was not agreeable, but. in
Hearing of this, Mr.
we cannot but feel how
wisely and kindly "business” very disagreeable things have muscles, involuntarily acting, carried Aunt Pillsbiiry sent for him and commanded
he has unrolled the volume of life and sometimes to lie done.
Dolly into the house. The voice of an him to shave him. He eyed the man
stood by and strengthened us when we
lliis deposit, then, was made tor me
automaton said
steadily, seated himself in the chair, and
to
read in it.
had hard things
Events that benefit of your son, Reuben. His death
the operation began, the prisoner’s hand
It’s time we had prayers, father.”
would have seemed intolerable have hap- was a great loss to you ; a loss to the comThe hands of a second automaton trembling the while. When the shaving
pened, and lie behind us with a soften- munity. Rube was full of life and enter- opened the old book. A strained voice was finished the Superintendent said : 1
ed light shed over them. We may be prise.
have been told you meant to murder me,
He would have made a public- began:
"The Lord is my shepherd; 1 shall bill 1 thought, i might trust you.' *<iod
grateful that they were not foretold—and spirited man 1 wish he were alive now.”
Artford Swinton’s small, light
Idess you, Sir! you may,’ replied theregrateful still more if we have been careyes not”—
ried through them, not having our hearts could detect weaknesses; Artford SwinThe automatons fell on their knees with generated man, completely broken down.
made hard, but our souls made strong. ton’s quick apprehension and tact enabled tears, broken sobs and half articulations, From that moment lie became one of the
him to work up those weaknesses for his and were automatons no longer.
best behaved criminals in the prison, was
[Rev. John Ker.
own interests.
When a half hour later,
Uncle ’Liphalet went to more meetings. treated well, and remained on his good
The New York board ot underwriters lie passed out between the lilac clumps,
"i’ll tix the back door, Dolly, but don’t, behavior until Mr Pillsbiiry left in 18:>2.
have begun to war upon the fashionable he carried on his paper Uncle ’l.iphalet’s know anything whose hand will swing it,” Hut when the new warden was appointed,
architecture of the period by levying an bank book.
said he.
Scott tried to escape, and murdered the
extra one per cent, for insurance on all
As for the "Native Village Manufactur- keeper. For this crime lie was hanged
■My hand trembles so 1 hain’t made all
the letters very good,” Uncle ’Liphalet ing Company, it was a boat loaded with the year
Mansard roofs after Jau. 1st, 1874.
following, in Hartford."

everything—strip
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| From the Inllit.xy for August. |
The Martyr of Balaklava.

his saddle “damning the Heavies for Inning the luck <d' the tight,” without having
All the world has heard of the famous sense enough to charge the retreating Inland complete his rout. The Russian cav••Charge of the Light Brigade," and of
the words ot Bosquet,
alry, much cowed, fell hark to the very
to
This
it,
applied
end of the north valley, thus
is magnificent—but it is not war
leaving
We
Causeway Ridge and the'Kedioukim- hills
hav e all agreed with
that
“some
Tennyson
one
had blundered;” but most of the occupied by long columns of foot, faced
blame has fallen on the wrong shoulders. towards Halaklava. with a great gap Is
The general form of the
The popular verdict has in substance been, tween thorn
that Captain Louis Nolan, of Lord Rag- Russian array, therefore, was that ot
lan's stall', being an impetuous cavalier, long mule-shoe, the heels turned straight
A good hlow
Chersonese
consciously or unconsciously wrested the toward the
real meaning of an order which lie carri- with the hammer on the point of either
ed, into an authorization of the senseless limb of tlie shoe was likely to roll it back
sacrifice of the Light Brigade, and that his on the toe, represented lt\ the C'lWed earliy Ryj itf's mistake, the Russians
only excuse was that, he was the first man ally
killed in the charge. The careful King- Were exposed to a total defeat, if the Knglake, with patience and industry the lish or Kreueh had sense to seize tile opmost remarkable, has succeeded in un- portunity otfered' them, of euliiadiug both
ot their enemy at one time
Ragravelling from the conflicting stories of wings
He knew
various witnesses a full, true, and minute lan on the ('hersonese saw it
the
of
\alue
time, and sau that hi- infanaccount of this famous
charge, and everywas not
yet near enough to use In tiething connected with it, from the demean- try
He sent the “third order
or ol
Lord liaglan overlooking the Held operation.
nmning thufrom the
of the
■

Chersonese, down

edge

the

sabre

outs

ot

individual

among the Russian guns,

an

tin* two members of the English aristocracy who respectively commanded and led
that charge.
A clear sharp voice was soon heard in
front of tin* brigade now formed in three
lines.
Lord Lucan rode away to the
••Heavies.' and Nolan galloped round the
rear to the left of the brigade, as tin* sharp
voice rri *d

‘Light Brigade

In

ex-

\d\anc*

(in

tw<

the base, bordered by theSapounyc |

cavalry

on

would satisly

a

it

on

parade,

at

a

rapid

trot,

erect

fin* erect gentleman was as-.lender in
as alert in ge.ture as a boy ot
twenty, and yet that man wa fifty-seven
Years old, and the Lari of ( ardMnn him
self.
But hardly had they started, when No
lan uttered a cry of a-toni-hment and

figure,

rage
“(lOi.il 4 I« MI ! ;; |'e tin*
•hargv <lo\vu tin* v:tlli*\

tool" going ?
In* limited
to lii-. hui"«*. In*
rin-n.
ettiu.:
|»ti
*l.i"ln*<I out -t In place *ui.l galloped mail
1 aerotin* front. w as big hi
ssord
Wln*r«* ire yo11 going in\ lord?'' he
hooted.
“That is not land Kaglan*
order’.
TinCharge IV*nit to the right
wav!
l'ln* batteries on the ridge!'
Lord ( ardigan wn
hot-tempered in
his wa\ a" Lord Lue-.n
The amlaeits *d
an ullieer presuming t.> rro
his liont s\ a
ill
additiolm
lb
iMllll
hot
j »L
word, but pointed grinds forward with
his >\\ord
Nolan'" words were lost m
tile thunder of hoof", and all that was mm*n
was his ligure crossing tin* front amt wild
1\ gest.ieula! iim
pointing to ( aUseWa\
■

Kidge.

|

J

:

an

gold.

••

stead

as

forward—trot —march !'
front line was away.

tin

gentleman, mounted
on a chestnut
thoroughbred, and wearing
tight scarlet trouser-and a blue fur-trim
iiu*d jacket, tin* front a perfect Maze ot

fronts.

lliis order would, seem i
Sm
vpiii it
Tin cavalry w.t- to advance,
enough
tin* infantry was to s ipport
Instead <*f
this. Lord Luean, with strange perversity.
111email \ halted, waiting ho tie
Kepi
lie seemed b> think tli.it tin* in
infantry.
fantry ought to do the lighting, while he
It h is hern ,-een
Knglish cavalry division, whose conduct. was to support them
rightly considered, appears without, a already how prompt h*w.t-b .hey anyshade of excuse, marked by every fault thing like a ‘•supporting" or “waiting"
order.
which a leader could possibly exhibit, ex
Fighting" orders he construed
He halted hi*- whole
oepf that form of physical cowardice t<* -nit himself
f tin* \al!i
which actually runs away.
It was he that force near the entrance
and
blundered, and blundered wilfully ; and remained there, idly watching tin* Ku
the evidence will show that had N dan sians, for over half an In nr. waiting for
been listened to, the charge id' the Light the infantry
Raglan, from the top of the
Brigade might have been as splendid in (’hersonesc, saw all this, saw tin Russians carrying oil ihc captured gun- to
success as it was glorious in disaster.
Iii older to understand this fully, a rap- tin* rear with extra t»*am< saw his opporid summary of the topography and move- tunity slipping away, and nothing done.
Then at last he dictated the memorial
ments of the battle of Balaklava is necessary, to which we heg the reader's atten- j “fourth order," and called up Captain
tion.
On the goth of October, 1S.VF the Louis Nolan, .-electing him from among
allied armies lay around the south side of all his start’ to carry it
And Lord RagSebastopol, in a semicircle. file ground lan well knew hi- man. Il«* knew that the
they lay on was a lolly table-land, in form young captain wa- as capable of handling
nearly an isosceles triangle tile point be- cavalry a any man in Kumpe. far n ore
ing Cape Chersonese; the two sides wash- so than any man at that lime in th Cried by the Black sea and Sebastopol road- mea. A perusal of Nolan brilliant w *rk

moment

steady
following

ulry to advance and mk* id. antuge oi an >.
portunitv to recover the heights. fh.v will b« -i,j
c
ported by tin inlaidr which have l.*-en r.i

over

a

re

Cay

one-fourth of the volume in
w hich it i~ contained, or more than a him
dre*,. printed pag,
A ousojeui ions examination of this mass of testimony will
show that the blame of the blunder will
be found to rest with the very man who
has escaped with the least censure
Wo
refer to Lord Lucan, commander of the

tending

brigade through the charge ? It was his
privilege to d" so, and his heart beat high
with hope. Little did In* know of the extent of pig-headed stupidity natural to

to

horsemen

account

Morris of the 17th Lancers. Now that he
had maintained Ms position as mouth
piece of tin* commander-in-chicf against
tin* impudent fault-finding of Lucan,
fell happy. His beloved cavalry was to
be launched at last on its
glorious mission
against tin* Causeway Hinge, and already
IfAllonville was preparing Jo assault the
other Hank ot tin* Russians.
\\ ho can wonder that enthusiastic Nolan
told Morris that In* was going to see the.

J hell
the itli""iail battel ;.
opened
1 here was a Ha-:.. a boom am! ; "ceoiut
Hash in the u.
little cloud
white
smoke. and a loud "pang* as the tir-d she.:
«•
burs! in the fa.
.t the tottering line
i'oor Nolan threw hi ami" up w ith a f.-.ii
tut shriek, and 0*11 back in hi
-addle
ston<* dead, "truck
through tin* heart
With a low groan ol rage the r ,"hinr
hoiM*UU*n quickened their pace ami d.n'i'-il
\ alles
ol
on, at a wiid ga lop, into tin
«leath
lln* "cent of Ihilaklas.i perished wit;
Nolan.

good judge

VII ill- world know- iln* -e.piel
huvv
the low rolling that tin* man was familial' with what cavNo one ever iln* devoied lior-»*nn*n ran iln* gauntlet u
this table-laud alry could or could not do
plain ol Balaklava."
those batten*-- into tin* mid-l of which tin
tin
Se- insisted more strongly on it- being
was known as the “Chersonese.’'
miserable 1. iiean had j -1 u 111! d t h< in with
bastopol was cut into one side of the tri I arm of the moment" than Nolan. No one
a tl •
\eii-c. by
In one of the was more a\» r-e to its being sacrificed -Mil tin- shadow of an
angle like a horseshoe.
than he
To him a born cavalry leader
bas,. angles lay the little harbor of Bala
grant disobedience of
plain older (tin
••third") in tin- beginaing. and next by a
kliiva. the Fnglisli storehouse, but outside Raglan intrusted tin* < rd.a
Ilagrmith fal-e interpretation of th*
of the lines, exposed to attack from the
Lord Kaplun wish**.- th** cavalry to ntvaim** rapid
The other angle was ly to the front, anil tr;- ami pi* vmit th*- i-nenn cur ••fourth order an interpretation so false
country at large
tying away th-* guns, l'roops of horse arrilbi may
that Nolan him.-elf u«-\*-r eoneeived it pooccupied by the plateau of lnkerman, accompany French cavalr. i-on your left fmimsilili* sin*h
K A lin y
thing could lie meant until
Signed
equally as weak. In the usual fashion of diate.
i.ucan
the Crimean war, these weak points were
Sir Richard Airey was the 'puirtermas- the first line had actually -farted
left to the Knglisli, the astute French ter general, who seems to hav .t.-ti-il a- began by insulting hi-commander through
’Hie -tail oftieer did all
11m French lli- stall oflicer
holding tlie impregnable .Sapnunye Kidge chief of start' to Raglan
in* could to enfor- •»* liiiders, and lost
with Bosquet's corps of observation, and cavalry
was
D'AUonville's hrigaih
t
In- life in try ing t<> c<-i,r*-ct tin- :in-oin-ei\ a
having; a comfortable storehouse and liar- Chasseurs d'Afriiptr. which hail ju-t ad ble
mistake into wlfn-h Lucan had com
bo I for theii siege corps, under General vaneed opposite to the other heel ot the
I hat this ero-pelted Cardigan to tall
Foy, in Kamieseii bay, high up near the mule-shoe—the Fedioultine IdlK
INolan could
One would think this order plain enough, ing of tin- brigade front
apex of the triangle, and secure from moobject, appear- very
lestation
Balaklava harbor was defended i'he Russians were carrying oft runs on liave iiad in* otln
elearlv
the e\ idem-e adduced, and that
by some two thousand nu n, under Sir Co- the Woronzi tf road from the redoubts he wa- by
perfectly right in <• doing, m*
linir cavallin Campbell, in a chain of earthworks I’heir Hanks were exposed
The cpn-s
close to the town
The “plain of Bala- ry was completely cowed by the charge of American olln-er will doubt
w r«»U", in the
pivv i- a;
A vigorous charge on tion "f who wa
klava was about a mile north of the har- the “Heavies'
bor, and was by no means a Hat surface two fronts, as had been explicitly directed dispute i- argued by Mr. king! ike in
manner unfa.orable to Nolan, it i-true
Although much lower than tin 1 hersonese, in 'lie -third order." must have swept but a- the hi t- -n ubuiit ali the la- rit was divided into the north and south them otf the ridge in dismay pcil-m I1 mi
with pelt*- 1 t-aiulo.
American ulliceia*
valleys by ranges ot low hills, running the cavalry at the end of the v dh
will l»e aide i-- form a min-h more correct
east and west, at right angles to the hliifffew
Oil the other side of the \ dlev.
pinion than the auth-r a tin- 'invasion
ot the Sapoimve Kidge, the bast- of the
win
minutes later, the French cava,is
f tin
a
w ho w a
Crime
t
culpable
ot
aof
t
to
lead
instead
The
central
these
low
had
them
general
triangle.
range
hills was traversed from end to end by the iaieau did execute just such a mauo-mie mnler sound niililar\ u »t-«
Ii a- li«* intimat--im 1 ngii-h --lh «
Woronzotf road, and thus gained the as above shown, "tanipeding the Kii -i.m
actually holu that Lord lan an light ;
Five redoubts without sutiering an\ corn pimding lo-~
name of Causeway ltidge
h
i'.
N
•!-ii.
mnlci in*
alter hi
;>t-.r
were built
along ii mii occupied by some silencing their batteries and complete]', w ..rd put 1 her* i
■ur
thei- mv
nvii
oi
three thousand lurks
On the neutralizing the whole ot the Russian left
enemy
your
nmt-*r di-re-pe.-t then, indeed
other sjde of the north valley lay the wing by the charge ot a ingle regiment
m1
m- i*• !ii>l*‘
bluinl*
in
*■.
Feilioiikiae lolls
flic south valley wa;! of l'nir s.iuxdroi
of vb:.!i
mh two ■i.r<
x civ
hoktmg ii 'ii traditions in regaid to tin
bounded by the Kamara and Ualaklav t
ictuallv engaged
I a
tatf other Charged
*tu
position
A it was. matters stood tli i- -when No
heights On this ground was fought tin
an older
in .ur ow n
rv i* •* -there < u;M
battle of Balaklava. tlie north vallev be- inn left Raglan bearing tin
murth olhe n--m-ii -Ii j»ntt
N-din would be
I'he Russian wore elu-teivd on tin
mg; the seme of the Fight Brigade ehatge. der'
the south valley of that of Scarlett's two hills, tin- Kuglish and Fr in h i-.a dry ‘•leariy in tin* right ali through, and Lu* m
deserving -r notliimr *»«*tt*-i than * a-hw,
It-avics."
'toed looking on. I a lean wan his usual
t'oi hi e»>iit.iiii t in tin* matte;
In tad
Fatly on the morning of the _'.,th ot ner. ms irritable state when the gallop of mg
r\ ice
tin- -talk are apt to pr. -mm
October, General Fiprandi. with some a horse was heard
A tall, -lender \oimg in oni
to almost any «-\t« nt --U their dt
-legate.!
twenty-five thousand Russians, of whom nHied with trim figure and Ida l; in ms !
about four thousand were cavalry, storm- taelie, was eomillg down a steep d.cut | autli-.rity. • *ft--tit inn- irtirg .*> tingenoral
I i r.
i\
without
anv
1
ed the line of Turkish redoubts on the tit tili 1 speed, with a white
icj)iv-cntat
envelope ~tucl; order whatevei
•*
Bui
that
-iich
-t
t
ue
Causeway Kidge. and threatened Balakla in his belt ; and every eye w a- n him in
>
thva
thing-, however hard it may 1*.
The movement was in the nature of a moment
litn- in tin- ca-e o| an o\ erbeai iug mem
a
It w a
surprise, and quite successful, i iie on
Captain Nolan, in Ids cartel
-tatV,
novelthele-ly forces on the plain were Ford bateau's shell-jacket, a little forage rap set on "in- her ot a general
better than tinbetween Liman
two brigades of
cavalry, about twelve side of hi-dark curl- Ids face full ol joy and Nolan, e nmoldispute
be doubted
hundred strong: and thin stood looking and agertiess
But that Ku- iau -In!! proved
1
on
at the disaster of the Turks without
g.
Vn audible murmur went through the
friend to Lucan.
It -lew tin- o
ina
any apparent ability to cheek the Russians ranks
win* i*otild indisputa '>! v ita \
j-r«*v--1 him
the French covering force, intrenchedt
■( Irilor- 1‘niur 1
Nolan’s the box that'11
lie did m t
responsible for tin i-iumlalong the Sapoimve Kidge, turned out, show u> the way to move." I'm N Ian r.*ali/c
l tin* 1-- -n a! tire
the lull e\ibut also remained idle spectators; andI was well known and univer-ally beloved.
1 w-> day- afl--r tin- lull d. i-t.-i wa- -v,
the allies had the mortification to see tlie
In another moment he dashed up and
In even
in-auti-*u>l\ admitted that In
enemy complete the conquest of the re- saluted: then handed his letter to l.ord
well enough which gun- wer*
doubts with hardly any resistance, landt l.ueau
The cavalry general tore it open knew
-i -i*-r
meant by Iu*d Lag ia:
li t the
Raglan, from the edge of tin-Chersonese with the nervous haste characteristic of
C ,< \. but tin
t
d t he
-»
-i
looked down on the battle, and despatched every movement of his lordship
When glltl- at it end
t alht-w a \
But
Kidg*
| -1 * 111 '-••tborders for two divisions of Knglish infan- In- read it over hi- countenance changed.
t ion. an*!
t he
g« tna u- !■ b* a ram
try to leave the trenehes at Sebastopol Then his lordship broke out. something in
•.
I,ord Raglan
indu
him t-- .:'- t
and march to the .help of the threatened1 this style
W h ir w a-e-i-iei
Nolan w »-•!* a-i
tom*.
He
I
can
he
saw
that
the
had
1
sir
what
Russians
heavens,
seaport.
"Why, good
in- g a\. and ! \
than to t!n* »w * 1 ii T
comiu
their
force
at
ail
Part
of
their
?
With
the
little
mean
paused
conquests
I fat l.m-au did -»
tin* blame on him
infantry hung around the captured re- mand we can hureh hold our own, much tin lii
i tin B:o.akla\a
ontroversy
story
doubt- on Causeway Ridge, part were on less advance. It is perfectly suicidal.
I
-iiow
I ln- men
util-, w h ha-l
the l'edioukiiie hills, while their cavalry
1 low can we advance ?"
disliked N »iau tor his talent and eiiHe had long
was advancing up the north valley in a
Nolan’s eye began to blaze
tlm-ia-m. croaked out in sneering eh*»n.
heavy mass. A lew squadrons crossed just conic from the high ground whence "Sec what \-Mtr fun-*
avaliy-bo.-k wri
Causeway Ridge, ami made a dash ai iiaia rile wiioie Russian position could be -ecu amounts to. V bltunlefei
l.m *y
after all
klava, but were easily driven oft' by a sin- at a glance. Knowing that his order contbr him In- w a- killed."
The templated the doubling back of the Rusgle volley from Sir Colin’s infantry
flu* dead Nolan could not an-wci
tinlight and heavy brigades under Lucan sian columns and saving the guns in the living i u. au cotihl
p- ak in Rarliaim nt it
were
hovering aimlessly on the skirts of redoubts, he was impatient of the prag- he was not worth min :■ in tin* field < ar
the battle, doing nothing
Their battery matical objections of this captions old
digaii was In- brother- ndaw and tin* tw
and horse artillery tried a little harmless man
stm-k together against tin- w ol id, tltlnuig !
to
lie
l.ord
soon
fell
back
tone
but
out
of
in
stern
distinct
spoke
cannonading,
they hated each other cordially
ammunition.
I.Ilcan :
lift ween tin* two the dead man- epn
that tile
Lord Raglan was not a rash commandl.ord Raglan’s orders are
tat ion was ruined, and ali beeaii-o he waer.
On the contrary, early in the morn- cavalry should attack immediately
lhcr* w a- nonet"
poor ami fru*inlle-Attack, sir?” cried l.ueau angrily “At- defend
ing lie had sent an order withdrawing the
hi- memory.
kiuglak* himself
sir?"
if
to
save
to
the
foot
the
what?
What
eavalry
tack
upland,
guns,
while carefully exhuming the truth, seemit till the infantry e. uld come up.
back
1 his
his
head
Nolan threw
indignantly so hliiulcd
by tin* prejudice engendered
order ran thus.
and pointed to the Causeway Ridge,
these two powerful noblemen, that he
where the Russians were busily at work by
t Hvalrv to take ground to the left of second line
pitying .ami apologetic
speaks only in
of redoubtm occupied by l urks
trying to haul away the captured puns 1-mu*
of tin- unfortunate Nolan, blaming
I lus, now called the "Inst order, Lu- The group was standing at the right ot
him gravely for disrespect to what In*
can obeyed with scrupulous fidelity, althe entrance to the north valley
seems to eonsidei
a
superior ortioer In
lie
is
lie
was
his
lord,
custom,
•There, my
your enemy."
growled
l-hough, as
fact. one thing about hi- whole conclusionSo
was
he
to
are
and there
and grumbled.
said,
particular
your guns."
i;
Nolan, dead in 18o4,
very noticeable
obey the spirit as well as the letter, that
The captain forgot that lie was talking
is blamed, Cardigan, dead a year before
he requested Captain Wetherall, the aid- to an excited and impracticable man
tin* book wa- published, is blamed with
de-camp, to remain and indicate the exact Wrongheaded Lucan chose to fancy that some
sharpness: Lucan, tin real and only
spot meant by Lord Raglan, which the he pointed to the end of the valley, and cause of the disaster, as shown by tin*
latter did. Then occurred a pause in the with all the obstinacy of his nature kept
facts i- hardly blamed at all
battle.
The Russians, satisfied with then to the error.
But then Lucan i- -till alive, and ar. earl
work, and afraid to risk its results, reVery well, sir, very well." he said is a
powerful man in Lnglaml. With per
I
shall he obeyed.
order
mained clustered round the redoubts, preThe
angrily
feet fairness and diligent eftbrt after truth,
it
of
earn off the guns
to
cavalhands
Their
wash
pared
my
it is yet evident that tin- glamour of rank
He wheeled hi- horse, and trotted otf to
ry alone moved up the north valley, till
is not w ithout its effect (Mi tin* historian
of
his
front
in
sat
Lord
checked
some
shots
from
were
where
Cardigan
by
they
it has seemed peculiarly fitting
the I'reneh batteries on the Chersonese brilliant lines, gnawing lii~ gray mous- Therefore,
that the justification of the gallant Nolan,
Then they turned to the left, crossed tache and chilling over his inaction.
and the exposure -»f hi.-titled calumniator,
Then said wrongheaded Lucan:
Causeway Ridge, and prepared to descend
tin* incapable Lucan, -iuuild be attempted,
Almost at the same
into the south valley.
Lord Cardigan, you will attack the
even at this late day, by one who has
time Raglan despatched the "second olRussians in the valley
seen, under a Buford and a NherhhTn, w hat
his
sword
in
salute.
to
send
him
der” to Lucan, directing
The earl dropped
eight
can do rightiy handled, and who
cavalry
lint
allow
me
to
to
lord;
“Certainly, my
support
squadrons of heav y dragoons
is prouder of nothing in tin* world than
there
is
a
in
also
Lucan
that
Sir Colin at Balaklava. This
battery
point out to you
tin* name of “volunteer ca\ airy man
obeyed, and sent General Scarlett, with front, a battery on each think, and the
the Heavy Brigade, up the south valley
ground is covered with Russian riflemen,”
Hi, tanners of Carroll county, Illinois,
t can’t help it,” said Lucan snappishThe "Heavies,” moving peacefully along
have a perspicuous ami forcible way *>1
the valley among gardens and vineyards,
ly : “il is Lord Raglan's positive order putting thing'
Here i- a specimen
that the Light Brigade is to attack tie
were passing the deserted camp of the
•Resolved. That the inen a-e ot congres
to obex
of
a sudden, the
but
all
have
no
choice
We
when,
enemy
Light Brigade,
lioual salaries, in these hard times, is an
Then Cardigan bowed ids head
whole Russian cavalry trotted over the
internal outrage upon the working peosaid
lie
as they
all
them
was
on
and
came
down
well,
lord,”
just
my
slope
“Very
ple id the country."
turned the corner of a plantation. It was Then turning to his stall', “The brigade
will advance,” he said quietly
a complete surprise to both; but Scarlett
The latest on a much talked of subject
He formed
did the best thing possible
Meantime Nolan, after Ids sharp pas- .s from a cruel
exchange, us follows
line and charged, straight up hill, three sage of arms with the division commandStone lias a ha by. and is not going
l’he one er, had ridden oil' to the
Brigade ••Lucy
hundred against three thousand,
round the
lecturing to support
chance in his favor was, that Ry.joff, who himself, where he was eheerlully talking icr husbandcountry
more
lie asked Iter tin
any
t
and
trieiul,
turned
Russian
comrade
aptain
commanded the
cavalry,
to his sworn
Bread, and she gave him a Stone
men
stood
His
slock
out to be an idiot.
1'Jl note
*
W'e are aware that Kinglake (vol. 11., pstill, got cut to pieces, and finally tied in accents the alteration which Lord Lucan afterwards
Tile floor of a church in Hudson, N \
order
“the
makes
the
read
which
to
in,
some confusion, owing
nothing but the so cunningly puthave
been ordered to advance on two
tell with a terrible crash last Friday even
which
imbecile orders of their leader. They re- infuntrv instead
is
admitted
which
tin*
of
original,
fronts,”
ing, precipitating a large audience into
A. Mr
erossed the ridge into the north valley
to have begun “advance” with a capital
the basement. It is a wonder that no one
Kinglake, in his leniency to Lucan, misinterprets
unpursued by the Heavies.”
were woundthe order. It is obviously Lucau with his two brig
Now came another pause. Lord Car- ages who is to advance* on two fronts, not the infan- was killed outright. Many
'd, however, and two may not recover.
digan. with the "Lights,” was sitting in try.
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1’.—“Well, they keep me here yet.”
K.—“So 1 see. You don’t think you
deserve it, do you?”
I’ —“No- I’m innocent, and I'll show
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it when the time comes.”
11-—"Ho you have any idea who did PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
it ?”
—BY—
I’-—“Yes, I know. I've seen him. Oh,
lorn
We all like tii hear how we appear don't I
hate the one who did it.”
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
'o the c\i's ol
11.- “llow is that. Have you seen the
strangers, therefore weeopy
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We reached Portland, tlie lbrest city, at
o'
o'eloek in the evening, where tlie at the trial. It is thought that these acts
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will
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Hi'
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for
unless
he
trial,
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1'he Huston Daily Herald of the 25th
ha- a letter from one of its corps of reporters. who strayed to this city in search
"i
•olness, and put the mark of his pencil
a
objects and incidents that interested

1

1

morning,

American devil." alias steam whistle,
ni
notice nt our approach.
Looking
n
of our stateroom window wi see the
low Hats and twinkling lime kiln
lit' "t lo'eklmnl. the lime eitv
W ho
Inot heard "f' Buck land lime, which iin led
the World over:’
But 1 can't
!>■
a
Our course is onward
up now

old eastward.
I he

i- ( mnden. a
* -A
v idagi
nestled at toe foot of bald
tai d
nl Meguntie."-I. mountain, w hieh
ni
-ip towards tlie clouds a thousand
d'i the -I a w nil Ii swashes in at it
I lie 'eeiierv nerealiouts is
delight
i. tnd it
fast becoming a much sought
unitui r r. sort fur wearv western
pilriiii'
\
dn
hour's steaming past the high,
la: dm ille mountains and iti■
on! I In \\ eslet mi or Me!hot in
gem e in No-rthpiirt
me in
w nil.
tent' and houses peep
it
I mm th.
green shades.
ip; ugly

landing place

xt

m

the

bay.

religious

female humanity strives to
out-dress their neighbors, fops, fools, hypocrites, Christians, and a fair sprinkling
of ciannum sense.
Q. K. D.
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Maine Tornado, a Railroad Bridge
Wrecked, and Liven Lout.
Tin-

liangor Whig of Monday gives
the particulars of a storm disaster, without precedent in this state, by which tile
riiihs-ml bridge at Milford was destroyed,
billowing which an engine rail into the
riv er, carrying the engineer to his death—
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to
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thought Hamilton had made

For the Republican Journal.
Letter from Boston.
people in some instances, other than the
The Liquor Law in Ellsworth.
Correspondence of the Journal.
ordinary stairway.
that resembled it. He abolished the weekly
Mr. Editor: I notice the following in
Boston, July 27, 187J.
KIKE-ESCAPES
levee.
THE WEATHER.
have been ordered and are now putting
He abolished the system of precedence in the “Ellsworth American” of July 24th—
Washington intercourse, and made the society
I may be pardoned for mentioning so u]», where
Our Ellsworth officers complain of the
they were not already, on all
rules as simply as possible. Mr. Jefferson did
hard time they have in seizing liquors and trite a
old, yet ever new. buildings except private dwellings, so if
subject—though
away with much fussy etiquette, and he ended
Let them
the tedious and acrimonious debate at the open- the meagre hauls they make.
The past week has been a trying experi- we have another
large lire, we shall probing of Congress and the presenting of addresses read the following and see how the cause
in
a
instead
of
by sending
message,
going down of temperance and morality is maintained ence to the unctuous ones, .Saturday emi- ably hear of no more deaths from suffoand reading a speech, English fashion.
elsewhere in the State. Our Sheriffs and nently so, when the mercury aspired to cation, or
lie declined to receive presents while in ofjumping from high-story winConstables have got to be up to a trick or
fice.
in the shade at two o’clock, and dows and roofs. These escapes are of all
ninety
lie used the privilege and opportunities of two, or they will be outwitted every time.
his office for public advantage—such as the inhumanity perspired sympathetically and kinds; some leading up to the tint roof,
This remarkable stirring up of the Ellstroduction into the country of better breeds of
We have had copious these mostly where the
proportionately.
person making use
domestic animals. And he encouraged explora- worth officials is followed by an article
showers, accompanied by thunder and of the appliance can pass to the adjacent
tions and the collection of information in regard
to the western territories.
copied from the Lewiston Journal, where- lightning all of to-day, and the air has premises; but where the
building is isoHe preserved perfect harmony in his cabinet in it is related at
length, how two certain been most oppressive in its
lated, or much higher or lower roofed
during both terms. He had no egotists in it.
“doggedness”
In the Jeffersonian theory of government, the officers of that place started out on the
—whereby hangs a tale. An itinerant than those adjoining, an iron ladder \chiet object was to protect the rights, not the war
path, fully determined to investigate vender of the lacteal fluid informed me
interests of people.
tendiug to near the sidewalk is tin' proper
He used the pardoning power with great cau- the domicile of one Patrick Sullivan, and
on
that if we had no rain during tiling. Then others have been exhibited,
Friday
tion, only on extraordinary consideration, so how,
having nearly given up all hopes of the first three of the
that the pardon of the criminal should not redog days we should intending to lower the occupant of the
peal the law that condemned him, and he thought finding what they went for, they at length be
of that blessing for three chair with which they are provided to the
deprived
the opinion of the judges that tried him indis- succeeded in
finding a two gallon keg months; for hadn’t old Deacon Tucker street, but i have heard of no
pensable. This is very different from the theobuildings
buried in the eellai.
ry of pardons now-a-days.
proved it time and again? and hadn't lie that have been litti'd with this- variety
i lie Hctnocratio
Mr.
I
that
Now,
not
aware
ot
s
was
.letterson
Editor,
party
(the milk seller aforesaid—and who should
A Trip to Ntthaut.
day is alive now, with its organization, our officers ever complained of being out- know
better?)—hadn't hi often remarked
its leaders and its high principles. The witted or want of success.
1 am certain
An
occasional
it ?
Well that’s new, if not news. And
correspondent in Rost<ui,
mission of that party is not fulfilled. It that they have no reason for such comwhile 1 am on it let me say that the rain- who belongs to the Can’t (let Away ( lub,
has still a future. The issue which it takes plaint. On the contrary we have plenty
semis us tin* following notes of a trip down
fall of the three days ending the lbtli inst..
with the gross corruptions in the gov- of complaints from those who delight to
tiie harbor—
two
hundred
and
tons
seventv
to
weighed
“wet their whistles” that-the officers are
ernment is enough of itself to give it. vi1 took a
the acre—oh, what a fall was there, my
hungry lit tor fresh air one day
tality and strength. It will grow as its too confoundedly sharp, and have “dried
last
week, ami astonished my family by
But
this
heated term has
countrymen!
adversary wanes, and upbear the best us up” beyond the bounds of reason. On caused no little uneasiness
making the announcement to them that it
regarding
the Kith inst our officers seized four barhopes of the country.
THE CHOLERA,
they would put on their store clothes we
rels of bottled ale which came into town
Would go to the “islands" and indulge in
which nas aireain
made main victims at
The State Convention.
as mineral water.
On the same day they
t aking a small basket of
tin* west, and threatens to advance til a lish dinner
Tin* call for the Democratic State Conj
extracted, not one but two ten gallon kegs
the line to the very seaboard ; for it hash and a bottle of
as I was about
along
vention will lie found in our columns toof rum from the centre of a hogshead of
is not putting it too strongly to sa\ that no to remark, we took : basket of lunch to
It
will
be
seen
that
is
there
to he no
day.
coal, and on the I'-hid inst. they made a
util lish time, ami
in the country is prepared to give it
-tay our stomachs
lowering of the haulier and no hack ward descent upon a vessel at (far Harbor and city
started
for
tile
-tcamel
successful
battle.
If
is
when
tin*
good
(’ly-->es.
a
only
step, hut
straightforward convention, took therefrom about twenty gallons of
whereof (apt. ( alden is boss, and ere
lours that
e be»*iieim is at mir
mvsterv

an

of finance.

very
democracy that rum, gin and whiskey.
come awakened to fin danger t lit 11 in our
long were being tossed by the raging bil- |
will mean business.
He hope that the
Hut
it
examine
will
take
to
The Democrats of the several cities, towns
you
pains
lows oil 0111 way to Naliant.
midst
Boston has been providentially exami plantations of the State of Maine, are re- central and eastern portions id the state
the columns of the American, you w ill
to meet in convention l»v their delethus
far.
1
quested
Arriving, we took the overland stage
empted
say “providentially,
he well represented, for the s'gus of
About live minutes before seven o’clock
tail to discover any laudatory notices of
gates at CITY HALL IN PORTLAND. ON may
as will
be seen presently- but one case for Maoli\s Hardens, from whence, after1
a
terrible
the
times
came
TUESDAY.
THE
OF
indicate
TWELFTH
DAY
that
this
ear
is
to
Saturday evening
gale
up
y
begin such seizures, such as republican journals
and the air appeared to lie tilled with AUGUST AT 11 O’CLOCK, A. M to nomi- a movement that will overthrow tin* radidoing’ the hears, the Indians, the swings
having been reported, «»n Wiggin street,
smoke and dust so that it was impossible nate a candidate for Governor, to elect a State
delight to point out jin order to show their at tin* North End; and mi investigation
amt our hash, we again embarked by
Committee for the political year commencing cal party in Maine.
by
to
even a few feet before one.
Wonderful devotion to the cause, of temJust Jan. 1st. 1S74, ami to transact
lbs. (ireen and lbirgin, at the instance of same conveyance for the Relay House.
any other busjat tiii- time some
Concerning the nominee of the conven- perance and
when the officers
passengers, who had nes> that ma> he deemed expedient.
(morality,
the
Board of Health, the -irk man was Considering the shortness of the season,
town
crossed tie
and
l.e
made with any
Every city,
organized plantation tion no prediction can
bridge connecting Milford
making the seizures happen to be fellow found to have had a seven* attack of and the necessity of
will
to one delegate, and an additiona
making hay while the
already ruralizing, and with the Island heard a terrible crash and al be entitled
of
Since
Mr.
Kimball,
degree
certainty.
But where a republican law
delegate for every seventy-five votes cast for
i.ii'l
I" last bay
republicans.
beautiful expanse supposed that the bridge just crossed hail
sun
it
never
shines,
cholera-morbus.
fins
action
of
the Democratic candidate ibr Governor at tin* to tin* regret ot every member of the
surprises us that we
prompt
w I'l-r. which
1'his bridge runs parallel State election of 1n72, and a fraction of
trandlers tell us i- not blown di wn.
is rigidly and honestly enforced by Demoforty
are
a
tin* Board is of incalculable benefit m al
for turning around
quarter
charged
declined
to
the
ded in loveliness except by the far
01
posi- cratic officers it is "a horse of another
again accept
nearly so vvitli the broken Railroad votes will be entitled to an additional delegate. party,
the tear- of the more timid, thus in any place in which we find ourselves
The State Committee will be in session at tInmi' I
t Naples,"
In the rear i- bridge, and is a few rods below it, but
tion. there lets been no concentration of
laying
Bay
color,” and the temperance principles of
autitul Island ol Isleslioro' : across owing to the darkness the party did not Preble House, Portland, on the evening previ- sentiment
preventing what in their excitement might on such occasion.-: so alter pay ing to go
ous to the day of the Convention, and at tinAmong those prominently the
i'll t w
mills distant but seeming see the latter.
“King' can not stand that, especially lead to dire results.
They met an engine com- Reception Room at City Hall, from nine to named are .1, C.
into
Maoli
1 lie Board ha-,
Harden, and paying all
of
llotiltoti,
Madigan
ei.
within
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unlocked with a liit (ireen. Vigorous search was at once inand eiirioU' workmanship, was sent from this
of this liberal hearted friend to enterfor sixty years, because it was right
try
shouldn’t
tie
the
1 lie lielfast jail is one of the stituted but nothing definite has thus far
,d
t w
It i*.
But while 1 am on the nuisance <{iicx- city lo (leneral Butler, the other dav
hymenial knot, and why
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i- about :e safe and secure
tile kind in tile State.
The
interior i- solid granite, witli heavy,
i. l'
ited dourIt was in this jail that
uotorioii- New York bank robbers.
M
i•Higiit and Danielson, who robbed
.me
Koek Hank, of Rockland. were
..I, altout a year previous In their
teiiee i" the State I Vi son at Thomasoid lieii Danielson ended his days—
i»ij!

.nothing
••

"I

e

been ascertained. The amount of money
taken cannot now be
exactly ascertained,
hut must be about !$1IKMI.

administration
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•I

consumption. They were carekept safely till taken

Iianieil and
nt tor trial
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Fire in Portland.

Portland,

JO.

little after two o’clock
Saturday
morning, lire broke out in the paint shop
ot the Portland
Company’s Works, which
destroyed the paint shop, two hundred
Ai

li-et

a

long,

the ear

shop, and several smallbuildings. The main buildings

attached
step- brought its to the cell of were in imminent danger, but were saved.
ved murderer. He is dark com
There is an insurance on the whole works
"if • .t
medium height, weighs for $137,000, of which but a little over ten
i.
I 'll ]h,mills, is well
made, wears a per cent, applies to the property burned.
..1st ache, and at first
glance is not un- There was a considerable amount of part|H.s-csmg in appearance.
Hut it is ly finished work in other buildings, of
ud catching his eye.
it wanders, and which we have not
yet got an account.
,..t meet your own
and (irmly. The freight trains standing on the (irand
fully
I hi- mat be
partially accounted for bo- Trunk tracks, in the vicinity, were endanrne
the mam visitors who arc ailmitgered, but were removed and saved. The
After introduction by the heat was
ed tu see him
very intense from the fire, and
-fieri tf
looked at first, very threatening.
■t.ood morning. Mr. (JorReporter
don
Two barns between Pittsfield and Burn!*risonei
How are yon ?"
(Jruffly ham on the line of the Maine Central
oid shortly
Bail road were struck
by lightning on
R
How do yon tiud yourself toSaturday, and one of them, owned by
?"
day
Deacon BunnelN. was destroyed.
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every issue except that of slavery, and
that one issue it went to pieces. Let.
the reader note the features of Jefferson's

on

on

er

Barton
follows—
as

lays

them down

she couldn’t do it

else.
And

-So
now

the

as

securely

appointment

if any of our

clined readers desire

as

anybody

was

made.

matrimonially

in-

prise—

(ieneral l,edley of New York is in conference
with tin Directors of the Bay ,t River Railroad
with a view to completing arrangements for
building the road.

piquant addition to
Will somebody rise and explain whether
one by one, as
the novelty of marriage itself, let them
l.edley is real tlesh and blood, or a kiml
He was faithful to the party that elected him.
He did not attempt to conciliate federalists by hie to the border, place an X or a V in of Flying Dutchman
among contractors ?
appointing them to office; he intended to bury the palm of the pastoress of the First Unifederalism forever and he did it.
—Hen. Butler was a terrible acquisition
He would not appoint men to office merely versalist church at Kittery, and we’ll guarbecause they were conspicuous partisans.
anty that the twain will be made one in to the republican party of Massachusetts.
He took great care to jajet the right man for
the right place, and to this end he relied upon the most satisfactory manner.
He makes their political lives intolerable,
the unsolicited recommendation of men in whom
anil yet they can’t get rid of him. Since
he had confidence.
—\\V regret that prior engagements
He would not give an appointment to a relahe set his heart on becoming Governor,
tive.
prevented an acceptance of the invitation the cauldron has boiled
furiously, and
He would not exempt friends from the operato join the Humboldt Scientific Clam
tion of a general rule. He thought a foreign
there has been no peace for the wicked.
minister should not remain abroad more than Club, which recently set out from Augusta
The opponents to his nomination, within
seven or eight years, because in that time our
on its annual tour.
It is certainly a high
the republican party,held a public meeting
country was so changed that the minister would
be too ignorant of it to justly represent it. He honor to lie invited to such
participation. at Boston on the 25th, to devise measures
therefore recalled two of his olde.st friends, who
We have never partaken of a scientific
where admirable foreign diplomatists.
to prevent that calamity.
H. II. Coolidge
He turned no man out of office because Ik* was clam, however, and until that
gastronomic presided, Hon. H. L. Dawes,
opposed to him in politics; lie would not put any
Harvey
restraint upon the right of suffrage by punish- moment arrives, we shall continue to put Jewell, A. \V. Beard and
others spoke.
ing a man for exercising it.
faith in the good old Belfast article.
He reduced the patronage of tin* government
Many prominent citizens participated, and
a

to a minimum. Tie wanted to
—A Portuguese brig with 2/>00 bushels
pay the men adequately whom the government did employ, but of
salt sunk at Bangor recently, and the
to
not
employ two men to do one mail’s work.
He endeavored to simplify the operations of
people there are trying to believe that they
government, especially the tinancial, so that all
his constituents could understand them. He j have a seaport.

executive committee was chosen to
carry out the object of the meeting Meantime Benjamin keeps calm and cool, and
will be heard from in due season.
an

tion,

1 wish to refer to one

long

in Boston, and possibly in your

existent

own

Imrg.

yVHKKl.tlAlittOWs

have
one

been, and probably

ever

e\

or

will be,

made of roots.

Intended,

Not content

setting

a

1

powerful provocations of
the urban variety.
with a single wheel, and upmean

pedestrian

at every third block,

the makers of these
been

incited by

abominations have

enemy of peace to
add two wheels, and besides producing a
more complicated accident than the unicycle could hope to intlict, the noise made
some

by them when trundled over the iron sidewalks, is distracting to workers in basements, and indeed everybody within earAnd this, wit an; told, is to be

shot.

abated. Joyful news! Perhaps hand-organs and wandering minstrels may be
next put under the ban.
No, that were
too much.
But we arc fast becoming a
model community, and among the many
lessons taught by the great tire was the
necessity of providing some means of escape from buildings, occupied by many

e

to

Journal.

alleviate

liens

rooted sorrow that In* cannot be iioveruor
of Massachusetts.

of the most

profanity;

[KeimeU

perhaps,

Fire in Baltimore.
A very serious tire occurred in Baltimore
Friday of last, week, which at one lime
threatened the destruction of the entire
city. Whole streets were swept by the
on

Haines, and

many

public buildings

de-

from other cities,
and after great ctlbrts tin* lire was stayed.

stroyed.

Engines

came

The insurance on tin* burnt district iscsti
mated at $200,000 and the entire loss is
not estimated to exceed $l,o<)0,noo by any
one, and some insurance men still put tin*
loss not to exceed $400,000.

A survey lias been made :l'or a railroad
across the Kennebec river between
Waterville and Kendalls At ills so that
trains on the Maine Centred road will go
direct to the depot in Watijrville and the
present, change of ears will be obviated.

bridge

The new bridge will cross the river about
a mile the other side of Watjerville at what
is known in that vicinity as. “Hrook Karin'’
—and will be an iron I nidge, of three
spans, six hundred feet hctig.

'of bees

discovered

was

in

the
a

Bangor clergyman think that Solomon
a lumberman on the Penobscot River, foi
Bible savs that
Solomon built (in
Works.”
A

was

the

...

A recent visitor to one of
coast of Maine discovered

tin islands on tin»
school of fort\

scholars, all of whom weregrandehildn

of

u

on.

man.

letter addressed to "The Devil” is lying in
postotliee at Lafayette. Indiana, and tin*
postmaster thinks lie’ll have to send it to Wash*
i agton.
A
the

Texas housekeepers get a prime cut of beet
three cents a pound, but have to pay t\vi» •
as much for ice to keep it until dinner time.
for

escaped lunatic set tin- to his bedding at
Lindsey House, Rockland, Friday. The tire
was put out with a few pails of water and tinman was carried back to Augusta.
An

tin

Light cities not including Portland are on tin
line of tin. Maine (Antral Railroad, and thes
h ise a population of
or over one-tenth
of The entir. population of tin* '■dab
s*.■ Veral Manchester.
\
jj
that the manager- of tin babs
them and tin pubp. uni’aiils
notice should lias-- been visa 11 a

indignant

An
setts

R

*pubii.

an

implam

ne n

-how treat' d
I’in-s
that
v

\

paper

v

a

M

m
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calls tjenera! Butler "a disor-gaiii'■ a
boomerang, a baggage-inashei in poiiti
government.'
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1

m

Some Nevada miners who were drilling a
of fourteen hundred fee*, recently tappe I
\ein of Water
hot that tin v boiled egg- in

depth
a

->•

it.
A piece ot rock thrown from a blast at Lew
i-ton. I iie-das. bi*ok» through tin root
An
tiros, oggiti \fill No. 2
S
further.
I'he
root
going
datives it tin time.
A New A’t*i'k Herald correspondent Ini- -in
in Florida a spider that would
three
four pounds.
We have open -een Olle t> heaV V
a> this in out kitc hen. What skilled take
to yv
Up such stone s. [ Loui-v ille t ouriei

weigh

I he ( iheinuaii < >111111, 1 j.j t >-nriitiiJJ\ s,,\> m
I elation to the salary grab
it l.ianit w
m.t
the original auth* 1 ind iii tgabu >t the mea
>11
Ut'e, lie at h-a-l vs i- ill
male w i..
-ul !
has«• prevented it
,>

<-

he t ambridgi Post savs,
\ school tea*'he 1
district sehool not inauv miles trout thi->
village, re.-eiith d.dined tin word •■Fuehari-.’'
to mean
oia
that is in the habit of plasiu
euehre.*'
1

in

a

Some hod)

now

ant-to

v\
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•lfflar

hite\va-h]Ni

to

and

that he limned lb»m« ju-I t>> get rid
and
i<*i »t >dd buildings.
Bo
what about the tauta-ia on the violinP'askc ritic al
rontempor.
I he

rubbish

Sa>

a

New

Vml

i-.urnal.

it

ii.-itev

is

1 now

that efforts looking to ..un. \S dvsorth ;,..ido,,
will la made ill about -i\ vs, k- bv vs tu b tun'
tie- traged. vs hi, b le d loin- s ■mug man's im
prisotiment. will be nearly forgotten

■■

a

swarm

chimney of an old house in South Bridgtou
lew days ago.

Washington

A

slm-ped

father re.anltv

hi

daughter through tie public streets with
heavy coach whip, ind the intelligent poh,-,

k

Thursdas. after i-teum-’ to ui :u
lnc-nt on the importance
uiaintainiug j. iio-nta,
1
di-c-ipline. let 111, brute d) Wit ft a tile
dollars.

judge*

on

l ie- Lebanon N. \
Shakers hav,1 w in lie* !
:,.t••
and ttio-e 1
away to hall then former
illuming are old old intii in ami o.'.liy, >1 I.I Inn
..

most

their

luun

will doubtU*s> di-api

!

..

u

Hie postUli-lres at \ ilia » ,|o LI,
lias
to get mat ied,
i.. bn iette; .1
>ign;,tion that >he «,-m to tie- P<<nuia-b-i i.em-iui
she remarked that -lie would rather leas, me
niaii when* she could la) her hand>11 him
when .-lie wanted him. than t*> be haiulhne mail
a
mi
-mall
-alarv
bag- irregularly

signed

The annual meeting ol lie *t>• kholder- in tie
ha-tern -Marble ompauv w I' Held .it ! he -|Uai v
of tile- c olllpaliv ,1 North heel 1-1, oil We,lilt's
da\ .hlls loll,
Me-* Is
Marlin s
-hi
m
John v Fo_y. f
President
p
\|,,„!s
\s
ii
1
Ham-,
A. i>
w 1,
hdwm Abbott
lieuj.
>.-! Poston, and Samuel B Hamlin ol
B* t
told. Wei, elected Direct,>|
Aiu„ Wi-Well
t
F-.p, I Dl-worth. lei k and P. 1- fu, In 1
h
-I Bc»-f on, I
surer and A
i -1 ,ut -o
I 1 < ompauv is loiug a go >>l bu-iue-s
tars.
1

Machine Politic?..
»- tin- u
publi m 1 • i«l**i'— dl
c«<\eivil how strong tin popular imliguutiou was against tin* C relit Mobilh r eor
ruption ami the baek-pav -teal, tin \ at
Oliee trimmed tlieil
-ails
eateh this
breeze, and with de-pirate aild.niH have
to
make capital by plVtemln.a t
sought
eomlemn outrages i'..i which theii
party is e\elusi\■ ty an-w»! abb*
i )hio held the tir-t
»uv entm
«tilt the pat ten resolution, which wassul.
seipicnt 1 v adopted without altering a Woi d
Mil-litl !e Met u,, ...
l»V .M on* ami Iowa
a. d
the preconcert of tin* managerprov es that lln -eheun w a- a deliberate
And now .Min
decept ion from the start
ne-ota has pa--»d tin* machine tv-ohifi
as it *1 lows

As

soon
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I'hat
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h« -artilv
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of 111** late

<
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in*ide tin rehv

ippluiid

<*li'■!'«•-

aip out and <-\|»nsjnL*
-rrupi i>>n
seen with profound rep iv i. n tin
1

|

\\

,*

111
f.-i
|rt<

o-iopnicuts

idelie. ,.| Milltieul Hlld otKeiul
>f i«-poii-ible po-ition
ahu-«
hv men of poiitn-al i arti. -* m furim-r |»
mud
ends, and wv demand pur«* if., it midii.
uni
the punishment of unfailliful pu'.in* -ei.jintstate and national, who having Bellas .I tie
eoniidelie.- freely extended to thelu. -Ball not
shielded from tin* di-pra. -of thi ii
t- I«y all)
partnership of our-; and we denounce t'l i,d
ii
Mohilici transaction-, whatev.i I, Urn
form.

corruption

eV

and

>««

This declaration i- identical in tin* fom

platforms of Ohio. .Maine |..v\i md Minnesota
Stripped .f it- artful di-gui-.,the attempted fraud bee..mearm.- .net
the

falsehoods delec!

not

true

liiemsehvs
h |
that tin late emigre*— adopted
active ima-u
tm ferret ting; .*iii
any
ami exposing corruption'
An investiga
tioll ol tile ( i'edit .Mobil e! i-.bbeiv W aforced by the iml«-pendent jii'ess and w a.
till' testimony eolivieted the III. I proiui
lien! Kepuldiean elm*fs. f
.rmpt i.»n. tin
late < ongl'ess !*et Used bv repeated \ (des
to expel or eomleiim tIn ;ai11\ member
It i- not true that im n
.•! .ai! piditii h
parties’’ Wei. involved in that inhpiitv
The late dames Brooks w -1lie utlv Mem
ocrat implicated
Schuyler I'oltax. Hen
iv Wilson, Henry
I
dame- \
baw
\
Oartield, William b Kelley, d-hn
Bingham, Oakes Aim*- ,lamer- W l‘att*a
-on, tdenni W Seolield. William B Alii
Wil-on ami J inn
li.ai a:,
-on, dallies 1
all leading lo puMiean* and hold; ;■ tin
highest places .u homo and inn’ iatln*
part., are tin men whom that inve tp-a
tion branded witri infamy and md «»!.•• a
them was punished by tin- “late < on
1«J W llh ! 11 n -sj ,.| them I tell UI;-ed
y less
these resolutions therefore extol the
very rogues who voted themselves ium•
of Kepiv
cut, and who packed the Hon
-entatives with the most formidable iohby
ill tine\el
i*olle«*ted there, repit -entiu
.i rdiei
by
great corporation- to r.*t i.■.
t with mom v
terrorism, or to pureha-i
at
ithe
rii
way tin* lh*publniii ma|oritv
“ferreted olil Hid \po-od » ti uplloli
Kipially false i- tin* dc.-iaration made by
these conventions
We demand pure ol
lieial eomluet. and the puni-hmeut ol un
Stale ami uatiouai
faithful public men
who hav iug bet rax «*d tin oiitidem ** Inn ! v
extended to them.
hall lml lie -iiiel li*.1
from the disgrace of their acts Bv an.
e n aim
\oi
partnership ot ourof all the roliv ieled Kepilhlit .ill- a is Been
lln
held up to reprobation
ouventnuit vvlm:
have done exactly the opposite
tln-y profes-.. by ‘shielding from disgrace
the “unfaithful public men xvho had U
trayed their contidenee
[New Vork Sun
••

*'

uoa
Mr ,1 Darling of Lowell \v
from the head of Nieatowas Lake mi the
17th inst in hi- eanoe, hav ing been on
tour to obtain bark Ibr eanoe building ont
Vo
when about two mile- below the
tows” he saw a large animal -vv imimii;*
haug
midway between the two shoreup within
ing his eourse, he soon euiue the
that
animal
found
hailing distanee, and
Hi- eanoe vv a
was a large hlaek beai
loaded with hark, ami the wave- were
running high, whieh. taken with the tael
that one barrel of hi-gnu wa- loaded with
line shot, and tin- other vv itii a ball, vv bib*
the remainder of hi- amunition was ni the
ho\s ol the eanoe under the bark, made
his ehanees for seen ring tin* hear, small
He now saw that a small island lay a I it t U
distanee otf, ami thither he turned the
When within twentv
eourse of the beast.
feet of the island's shore. Mr Darling tired
at him with the barrel loaded vv it It a ball,
whieh took etteet in the neek killing him
dead. He had some trouble in getting
him on shore, as he weighed nearly live
hundred pounds. The stomaeh ol the beai
diet had
being opened, showing that hD blue her
been straw berries, honey eonib,
ami weed-. [Bangor
vies, ants,

grass

Whig.
A woman in Norwalk, C onn., emptied a
kettle of hot water down the bark of her
husband the other day, heeause he kept
fooling around the hired girl.
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progressing

following

hardly anything'
city lias been steadily by
has

been said in this
since the latter part of March
n»« late < i>\. Joseph K. Hall had an insurancee at which rime the work of grading was
>4.*»on on hi" hi.
begun. There are now employed upon it
some seven hundred men, with the necesI!.ia\ wa> ".» warm that tin* workmen in1 I
j sary number of teams, and with the favoravd were obliged to
"iispeinl work.
I able weather the work is progressing so
U
in "ll'
a d. "irahU1 house for sale. I
rapidly that the contractor expects to coma ixa r!i", nu ut.
i menee laying the iron by the 20th of Au,v (
iX,‘ received a
cargo ot ship, krust.
The culvert masonry tor sixteen miles
*• !
troll:
Hamror. material lor Hraekett's I
is nearly completed and has been very
brig.
substantially constructed, by the Messrs.
'!■'
l.-braled eireii" will exhibit in this Hogan and by Messrs.
Durgin and Farrell
"atunlax. \uguM lbtli. It i- a tirst of this city.
lit* rtaiimn nt.
it h the exception of some two and
one-half miles in the vicinity of ,South <>rh
j.iade.I
cargo ot "taxes forrington and Hurd’s Brook, the work is
"
m
\
Hoxve" A < o.'" mills in
quite light. 1’his portion how ever, is quite
u
i..
V x\ burg, N. 1
heavy and of hard material—but is being
'at ker. of Hanford. Conn.,
t'.lw u;
worked with a very heavy force.
N Mih x iiuivh on Sunday
; ib
The Company have encountered some
n
l « x filing "< x ice".
unexpected opposition in getting through
the village of Brewer and in its
IJaX e been abundant tile past
approach
to the fixer, from parties resident in the
I
> it". It i" not up to the mil
.e Me ‘Mitf" last.' ab-Mit the "aim
vicinity, but have overcome nearly if not
all obstacles and are about to commence
*1 lor rain eaiue at ia<i. in
spite the construction ot the
piers and abuttX ii.
I
l in
Lord and Old ments of the
bridge, which will be a work
ael .ill. li\ these
tilings diout ight.
of considerable magnitude—and a very
Tuesda).
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structure.
\\ hen this road is completed and connected with the K & N. A Railway, it
will be a sensible relief to the crowded
condition of the wharves of the ix er front
of this city and will
immensely increase
the value of shore properly in the "Kighth
W ard" and of property
generally upon
that iile of the river
I he gentlemen w ho have this enterprise
in hand are
certainly desert iug much credit for their courage and perseveveiice in
pushing the work as they have done unaided by any other community than that
*•*' Uu*Kij>oii, anil even
regarded with
jealousy by those who will lie benelitted
by the const ruction of the road to nearly
as
great an extent a will the town of
Bueksport itself. Bangor and Brew er w ill
gain by it what lias been felt for mam
year- as a growing want, and lias now be-
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experienced husband in Lafayette
sent two switches home to his
“■
which 'h<- was to make a
t ii'i lining it lie
changed the tags,
iitling the twenty-live dollar one on the
lollai switch and vice versa. After a
teal examination by herself and lady
n
nl' the choice fell upon that labeled
aeiity-liye dollars, and she decided to
t
notw ithstanding her husband’s
p it
,‘l tintive protest that he could not afford
pay out limit than ten dollars for such
in article

wife!

selection,'

t.tiilt, though it may attain temporal
splendor, can never confer real happiness.
1'hc evident consequences of our crimes
long survive their commission, and, like
ghosts of the murdered, forever haunt tinsteps of the malefactor. [Walter Scott
Hon. Augustine Haines died at his residence in Portland, on Sunday night, aged
sixty-three years, after an illness of 20
months. Mr. Haines was County Attorney in 18.42 and U. S. District Attorney
under Polk. In October 1840 he became
agent of Laconia Mills at Biddeford which
position he retained until last year.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bolden, wife of Kings-

ley ditto, colored, of Washington, on Friday last became the happy mother of four
infants—three boys and a girl. The doctor thinks they will till live to enjoy the
• nil benefits of the various amendments to

the Constitution.
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Liniment.

sutler if they will not

use

More ilmu loon certificates

of remarkable cures, in* lading frozen limbs,

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Ac.,
have been received.

We will send

circular

a

i containing eertitieates. the recipe, Ac., gratis,
an\ one

j

requesting it.

On*'

dred dollar" for spavined
or

for

to

bottle of the yellow

wrapper Centaur Liniment i-, worth

and mules,

or

screw -worm

one

hun-

sweenied horses
in sheep.

Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
No family should be without Centaur Liniment.
I.
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1 old
-11111
<'itugrli
Rheumatic difficultie:-, it
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preparation, either in name,

or

Ay le of

putting
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Rose A Co., New York.

castoria is more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
it is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food,

regulate

the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not ery and mothers may rest.
1*2 Samples bv mail, oO ets.,retail quick for #10.
IL L. WOLCOTT. 1S1 Chatham Sq., N. Y.

Ill Seal-sport, by Re\. A. J. Adam-. t apt.
Forrest Treat and Mi-- lizzie Nichols, both <>t
Sears port.
In Swanville, duly Pith, Ceorge Buzzell and
Mis- Mary K. Michael-, both ot this cits.
In Rockland, duly 13th, ('apt. E. 1’. Carver
and Miss Addie I.. Bragg, both of Liucolnvillc.
duly 22d, Mr. N. Francis Bright of Cambridge,
Mass., and Miss II. (iencva Robinson. >>t Rockland.
In North Haven, July 20th, Mr. Thomas B.
Brown and Miss Irena S. Raymond, both of
Vinalhaven: also MrSanne l B. Lawr> of Vinalhaven and Mis- Kalie W. Mendall of Northport.
In Ellsworth, isth inst.. Mi. (teorge W. Hennett and Mr-. Etta Perry, both of E. 20th inst.,
Mr. Clias. 11 Buzzell of Veazie, and Mi—.
Abide E. Jordan of Eli-worth.
In Surry, 13th inst.. Mr. Eyinan Vile- of
Orland, and Mrs. Hannah Woodlnirv of Surry.
21-t inst., Mr. Emery o. Bonzev and Mi-s Sarah
d. Young, both of Surry.

DIED.
( Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age
must be paid for.j
In this city, 28th, Joseph Miller, a well known
and much respected citizen, aged 77.
In Burnham. July 24, Sarah, wilt of Gilbert
Libbey, aged about J8 years. July 24. only son
of Edwin and Martha Whitney, aged ;> month
In Pittsfield, July 28, Sarah J., widow of
George H. Kevnolds, formerly of Burnham, aged
JO years.
in Pros nee t, July 22. Mrs. Eliza G., wife of
William McKenzie, aged 24 years, 2 months and
17 days.
God above hath called her home
To join the seraph hand
To live with Christ and wear.the crown
In that ever happy land.
-.

1

Solemn was the hour of death
To all her friends around ;
She seems to say in her last breath.
With Chist 1 shall abound.
In Brooks, July, 18, Emma E., wife of John
F. Sturtevant. aged 28 years.
She died in Jesus and was blessed—
How sweet her slumbers are;
From suffering and from sin released
And freed from every care.
n. k.
In Searsport, July 21, Mr. Zenos West, aged
4J7 years.
In Greenwich, N. V.. July 1J, Mr. Abel W ilder, formerly of Hi.vim nit, aged about t»j.
hi Searsport. July ‘27th. Mr. Win.
Lampher.
agi d fin.
la Northport, July 2(ith, Mrs. Sarah J. Herrick, aged 40 years.
In Montville, July 2f>th, William'McCuu.sluml.
aged lf» years.
In Swanville, July 17th, Mrs. Tliursea Cunningliam, aged 70 years.
In Belmont, July 27th, May Belle, daughter
of Charles and Arabella Cuuningbam.
In Ellsworth, 20th inst, Mr. John B. Frazier,
aged 70 years ami 4 months.
In Sullivan, 19th inst., I apt. Willard W.
Brngdon, aged 5+ years.

SHIP NEWS.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

PORT OF

of an Old

Nurse.
Mrs. Winslow's

prescription

Soothing Syrup

is

the

of the best Female l*hysi
nans and Nurses in the United
States, and has been
used tor thirty years with never
failing safety and
success by millions of mothers and clnldren, from
the teeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
corrects acidity of the
stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, ami gives rest, health and com
fort to mother and child. We believe it to be the
Best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases of
DYSENTERY and DIARRIKEA IN CHILDREN,
whether it arises from Teething or from any other
Full directions tor using will
cause.
uccompauv each
None Genuiue unless the facsiqiile of
bottle.
CURflS &. PERKINS is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
lylsp
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SMOKED FISH!
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and Haddies.

•Searspurt. June.

w.iu kv. o.hi.
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DENTISTRY!

A Good Horn.) School for Boys,
TOPSHAM,

«

ol

!i-\

aece-

-.

Teachers

and

Pupil- limited

to

now

Dr. Folsom's

BEST

number of

BELFAST.

SAILED.

duly 22*1. Man Gilchrist, Rockport; Georgia,

Brier, do; Gen. Meade, Patterson, Salem.
23d. Abby Gale, West, Ellsworth: W. G.
Eadie, Ryder, Fox Island; Sarah Ann, Gollomor,

Bangor.

20th. Exact, Parker, Bangor.
28th. Empire, Staples, Ellsworth' Welaka,
lVrkins. Jacksonville, Fla.
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contains Toon inhabitants, t lie natural centre tor truth
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MACE & HURD
Manufacturer

>1 KSl AM to a liecu-e from the Hun Judg. ot
I
Probate I'm tin- imiil) iif \» aldo, I -I all .11 al
public auction on Saturday. Aug.i-t :;ntb. A l>. !-rd.
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Your Taxes for 1873.

TOBACCO

CAKES.

Arlington
only -lo rents

DRESS

OOODS.

yard

per

CORN

CANDY, COCOANUTS.&C.

o’clock hi tin forenoon on Hi. premiall the
right. I itle and inter, t u bu ll \bigail Clark hit* ol
Frankfort, in said County. dec.-a d. bail in and to
the follow ing de-crih. d real » -tale, v i/
A certain piece of land itu it.- in Frankfort, hound
ed as followBeginning at V F. .•< run .( the lut
at Birch State, South b; d g
W -t
rod- t po-t
end-take by road leading to tin lat Messrs. I t
S'.* deg. \\
’. rods by the road t" a fence, North
deg. W ot rod to .Ic-eph Ir at’- line; s 7, d*a Irod- by -aid fr. at
line to a take and stoin S
N”. de<i. I..
rod
to a stal-e and -tone
S. 77 deg I
Id rods to the lirst bound containing
acre.Deed
recorded in W aldo Cmiutv Ifegist v. Book 1— Face
lss
Also a piece of laiuj .-itu Ite in Frankfort bounded
as followBeginning ;.t the s. \V corner of the
land .-old b> Isaac Clark to Join. Wi-well, thence
ot the late Susannah Clark about •><land
Westerly hy
rods; thence southerly by land ol I. Wi-well v»‘» rods
to the tirst nano d bounds
containing '.* acres Uiore
or less.
Deed recorded in W aid. Count' Hegi-dn
Vol. J2S, Page Is*.
Also a certain parcel of land lying in Frank fort and
bounded as follows
Beginn ng at a stake and -tones
in the line ol the town road ;.ud north line ol land ui
the lute Susannah « lark, thence N. 77 deg. 4a min.
W lao rods by land of late Stisannah Clark aforesaid,
to a cedar tree, marked, thence N. F.f deg. F. :l I 1
rods to a large -tone in S. line of land late Andrew
i'reat’s thence .*• 7 ’. deg. F. b’.o rods by aid Treat'land to a .-take and stones in the \\ line of said road :
thence South vff» deg. :{ min. F.
rods by -aid road
to bounds lirst mentioned; containing fwent\-one
acres ir>7 rods more or le-fhe -an.e conveved b\
John W"iswell. Jr., to the late Abigail ( lark Nov j1.
18f»8, and recorded in Waldo Countv KeyDtrv. Jan.
If., 1N1M, Vol. 147, Page 7JOIIN 1 KOWK. Administrator.
Dated Frankfort thi-v*:td day of JaF H;
■-
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FRENCH. tlATKS
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-1 reft.ill)
tin* citizens of Belfast ami iriuitv that
the)
prepared
give
good bargains in
PARLOR. COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES! the above
he had in tile city. >•,id h"p< l.\
a

Furnaces. Ranges,
fin. Brittania, dupuuned
and Kuunu-lcd Ware, sheet l.ead, Feud Pipe
and Sheet Zinc.
Plumbing. Das f itting
and Fixtures Pumps, &<•
dob
*fec
Work, Repairing, &e.. &c.

No. 20 Church St.,

Belfast, Me.
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those beautiful

see

mantles of white and variegated marbles, selling
Am person building or remodeil'ug houses
should not fail to see them. Abo a nice lot of rustic
baskets, vases, chairs, settees, hoquet holders, &c.,
for ornamenting Cemeteries. Arbors, l.awus, &e.
dnrd

cheap
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HOSIERY,

April 2f>, ls7"t.
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Groceries,
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ANhl<-for trotting

or

to

Ware,

Appl)

D. BUGBEE & CO.

BOOK SELLERS
ACCOl NT BOOK MANl'FA1TUUKRS ANI»
BOOK BIN 1>KRS, Bangor, Me. Account Books ol
every description ruled to pattern, made to ordei.
Piano Music, Magazines, &c., &c., hound with neat
and disnatch. Return freight paid.
in
i'.in.V.*
<m*.\11 onlers promptly attended to.

at

qualities

prices

the closest

I

on

hand

that, cannot be met b>

competition.

THOMAS C. LOGAN.
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Steel, Blacksmith and Quarry
Outfits, Ship Chandlery, Carriage
Stock, Fishermen’s Goods and
Groceries.

&. Co.

more

goods received, selling
price 20c.

order, and suita

tru\riling

Also agent* for AMI lllc AN I'iHVM n
Rockland. July I t. l.S?:t.— Ginn

Rockland, duly 1st, 1V7'L—C>m;V.’
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GIG FOR SALE.

at

TOILET QUILTS,

LINEN TOWELS,
NAPKINS AND
TABLE DAMASKS

Dealers In

Grocer’s

dozen

former

All

Iron and

Drugs, Crockery,

s.

to the citizens ..| Belfast and viciidt)
that lie has opened a retail departun id m romie.
with
his
tion
wholesale, where he will keep an
assortment ot Kr< licit and Domestic < onlcrtionery
Manufactured at Ids place from the In-t ol tiranu
luted Sugar.

ttds

Wholesale Dealers in
( 'em

C. H. MITCH ELL 17c,

100

ainiounr.

H.Pi. GRIE&CO.

R. Y. GRIS A GO.

STATE OF MAINE.
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l L, SUPER PHOSPHATE!
l»y the Subscriber,

PARASOLS, a large
just received,

si 1( KM 'i

Paper!

now

just arrived, striped
figured Paisley at low prices.

«

in (iold. Satin, White and Brown, selling very low at
I'iioMILSt FVS Furniture, (’rockery Ware and
Room Paper Store. Cor Main and High Street-;,
Belfast Me
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and
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ran

strict attention to business
your patronage.
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Repairing
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CLARK &

A lull line of URENADINES
in the best styles.

ft

unnoum
to
are now

resident in .Massaehusetton the seventeentli
day ot April. A. L>. lNld, at Waldo, in said Count)
of \\ aldo, and ever since -aid inarraige bus eon
ducted herself as h faith ltd, chaste and affectionate
wife; yet the said (ieorge, regardless of his marriage
vow and covenant, did, on the twenty fifth day of
October. A. 1>. one thousand eight hundred and six
ty eight, at said Belfast, wholly desert your libellant,
against her consent, and without reasonale cause,
and has continued Mich desert ion up to the date of
this libel.
W here fore she
prays that a divorce from the bonds
ot matrimony between herself and the said
(ieorge
Williams may be decreed, if the -ume be deemed
reasonable and proper, conducive to domestic
harmony, and consistent with the peace and morality of society, and that the custody of their
minor children, v i/.
(ieorge A
aged fifteen
years, Diuutha, aged thirteen years and Frank
jinF
aged t<*n years, may
given her, and
that reasonable alimony out of said Tibellee’s estate,
regard to his ability, may he decreed to her.
She also prays, that pending this libel, that said
Court may enter such decree for the care and custody
of said minor children as is thought right
Dated at said Belfast, this twenty eigth day of May
A I*.,
( H A Ri.oTTI
Wit 1.1AM*
t I’H Wit 1.1a.>1
son, atty. for libellant.

•-

m

Manufacturer and Oeuler tu

HAKl.U'm. WILLIAMS. (.1 ui.l lJelliist. nlibels and gives this court to lie inspnctl’ully
formed
that shr whs married to one (ieorge \\ illiauis.

^

\\ Unit* i!»* 11 :t<K*

3D.

In

at 2i> per cent, le«^

last year

rea-

it'U»

Every Pair Warranted.

To tilt lloiiontl'h ■lilstiri:: nj' Hit dii/jit ini:
,/itfln‘tu/ Court, in .rt to lit hu/itr/i lit lit t~
lu.'t. int/nu mill tor tin Countu ot \\Tiililo, on till’ Hunt in, -ihti/ of Ortiitn r .1. /)..

i>n i.u
im
iu vacation, /
\
Belfast, .June lltli, Is7.'{.
l pon tin- within libel it is Eirdered by me, one ot
th<- Justices of said Court, that notice' thereof Ingiven to tin- lihellee, either personal or by publishing
an attested copy of the same,
together with this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the He
oublicau Journal, a public newspaper
printed at
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, the last publication
to be thirty days at least before the next term of
said Court, to be hidden at said Belfast within and
tor •-aid County on the third fuesday .of October
next ,’thut said lihellee may then and there appear and
answer to said libel if he see lit, and that during the
pendency of said libel, the said libellant have the
care and cu: tody ol'tIn- minor children t herein named,
a*1 prayed tor.
.1. i. I H( h 1 HSO\. .1. s. .» t.
A true copy of libel and order t heron.
Attest- Wo FHYF.. Clerk.

ipi

.,

t'I .B‘u »\*> wi-hmg to |,a\ their taxm or
hcloie til. lath day ol August and n r. p tl,,
live
e.nt .Ii fount, can do -o 1,\
calling .u h,p m
the A-st-v-or's oil,.
hot tile -ton .d Oak.
Angii'i
ev.-ry v\'< dm dav and'-aturdav afternoon- hetve.n
..U'l
o'elo -k. ••! .-a. h up. k.
I- Will. I. PIK 111 1.
t olhctor of lav.
Belta-t, duly '. 1>.
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ARRIVED.

.luly 22. Sehrs. Abby Gale, West, Boston.
24 til.
Banner, Curtis, Rockland; Exact, I’arker, Gloucester; Myra Sears. ( liapinaii, Boston ;
S. .1. Lindsey, Crockett, N. V.; Cameo, Peachy,
Boston; II. K. Alev, Rvaii. do; W in. Can-oil,
Magee N V
2'ith. W. (1. Eadie, Ruler, Fox Island.

»n

&. <

gain the well known Hotel, called the
MFDOMAK HOUSE- situated 111 this
village, together with the Stable and out

>

•.

eii to

neatly and

Composition
Casting,

,v

Dffital Plates.

(’HANOI-:

file

Forty.

H. O. LINttbLEV,

gi\

aim

Iioii-i

hy Trt-adwell &. Mansth-ht Tin ) art- in clo-e j,i
»Hi it.
to the stage ami liven stable and it is one
t
the best staiuls m the e.tv or count) 1-n jobbing and
All td which will h. hr m part ..i nh 1repairing

EOr"sALE.

HOTEL

Special Advantage,.

11

Improved

LET!

Blacksmith, faint
r|Mll-.
I rear of the Aim-n<:an

unsw

1
A location ummiiuih attractive. health’, ami
accessible
A couip't te arrangement <»t room.- tor comfort
ami com eiiieuce
-No tlav cliolar
ami complete i-olation from
ili-tinhinc inllm nct
I
1 liorouali ilrill in Elemental-} -tmln
e-pec
tally in Ih ailing. spelling, I’, .iiu.tn-hip ami \nthlut tie.
111uIn ol pupil
niali a-to-ecun iier-.inal
utteiition from tin- ihincipal.
•
faithful religion- intlmnn without -'Italian
In.
jut
A umlalit i'li
il
e|
umier pi opt -uper
1

<

liieb tin- proa--.- is rendered much less painful
by
and tediou- ihuu by the old methods.
I'eeth insert
ed in Rubber or < 'elluloid Base, as per-ous prefer
He lias the country right for tin- use of

h [tenses tor lie hi I ire Seliml I car, £‘150,110.
F,,ur

> 11

T O

w

ick, on
-twe.-n Ho-ton amt Hanaor
ami In althv

attractive

K

1«

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

The Location
illume of | op-ham. opposite Hi

1 in tin
the main line ol travel l.

ill.-!

...

If_r work

ami

iron, brass and

Pattern

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE !

ME.

-taMi-i.ol in l'-.v; h\ Hon \\ .viua n Johnson,
late Slip' rintelnlent ol I oliiuion Schools.

I

1 n.

paired,
vpedit iousi> don*

IMl’KOVKD lh.KKIl hS
HOISTIN'.
LIFTING .JACKS yC., yc.

A E. DURHAM
Bellas!, May lJth, ls7>. ini-i;.

May (ill be found at tie- obi -*1:111(1 of
l*1'
-Moore, collier of ( bln II and
Has all tin latest
Spring Streetli
uim lit S
ill «ilt£ III>•
.1 ii. u

| eluding

Hum and K*
;■

of Ail Kinds

Engines

~

Successor to Dr. 0. MOORE.

j

Steam

■

other expens-s oil.

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD.
(ny^iEL
Ll-l Or

■

Ship

Bankrupt.

■

• ins
w.'ii known* lahlishmf nt i. viug enlarg'd
and imp v<d its work
now pr-pared to nil
order- in it- line in
superior matin, r.

kit also keeps a choice Stock d «-■*«»« KlliK.% j
Work of All Kinds.
low ;
constantly on hand all ol which will I. sold
IMritOYhl)
PATKNI
IT Ml*1MI*K«»VI
as can be bought.
Persons desirous ol ol purchas>
rulM'ABU\KGO ANt» Kill
WINCHL.ing will li ml it 1 o their interest to ill out he'-dib
GII’SK Y WINCHKS, WIN hi.A:
ITT II
scribcr who will take pleasurt in waiting upon them,
j
Hoods will be delivered in any part ol the city ln< I (’Him KS, HATCH 1*1. \ 1 i.>, < oBM lC- &<
ol expense.
II, would a i\ to the country trade that
he i- receiv ing large tjuani ities ol Smoked A lewis>
Quarry Work.
which will be sold at Boston price-, lreight ami

iiAvrn .\nnin.s

u-i.

i (iciitTiil Foundry it Machinists

Stave

Salmon, Halibut, Alewives, Herring

I oi

HAYI n|{|) Hl.nCK.

ly*20

Thirty Years’ Experience

I

<t. W. BURK fclTT <Sr

MARRIEU.

do.

to

-utler from rheiimutism, pain

swelling deserve

Cor

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, .July i'» pr;i.
«ao
Flour,
$9.00ai:i.5U|Hound Hop,
Corn Meal,
7 5aOOClear Salt Pork,
$isa.'i
l.loal.15 Mutton per 10.,
loaOU
Kye Meal,
00al.oo Lamb per lb.,
r_\il4
Kye,
;5a00 Turkey per lb.,
17a20
Corn,
dOado Chicken per lb..
20a00
Barley,
2.50&3.00 Duck per lb.,
isa^o
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25a 1.50 Geese per lb.,
i5aoo
00ad5 Huy per ton,
Oats,
$ 12a 15
1.00a 1 25 Lime,
3i.4ua0.oo
Potatoes, new,
Dried Apples,
dab Washed Wool,
luaou
oUaOU Unwashed Wool,
.iOaOu
Cooking Apples,
25aU0 Pulled Wool,
40a00
Butter,
ldalb Hides,
sau
Cheese,
22a24 Calf Skins,
17aoo
Eggs,
I2u0u Sheep Skins,
Lard,
$l.uua2.0u
val> Hard Wood,
Beef,
$d.uua?.00
Baldwin Apples, O.UOaO.OOSott Wood,
34.uua0.u0
dab Dry Pollock,
4 l-2a5
Veal,
Dry Cod.
7abiStraw,
$d.00u?.oo

before sold, and it sells

pretends
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unskillful band-
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It is
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PICKLED FISH!
Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongues
and Sounds, Codlish and Herring.

,ii ,ni:
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Corrected

an

published around each bottle.

selling

perfect

BELFAST

ripples throw away

It is

Haddock and Cusk.

rtu nu \\AtTKits uiti.-.- win
lj*‘ ri'niuvecl from liuulstou's Mock
Aktkk
tin- Into
hksiiiknci; ,>f

«>

year

one

Tin*

is

most

up.

walk, poisonous bites

-ear.

llaVNI;' & HI..
.urt M
Bo-ton.

<

used in all

now

most abundant and coin inciug
muii) to be an invaluabh medicine
We would caution the public against all imitations

ear-

humlnig.

recipe

know that it is

over

Asthma, and
proved by the

rheumatism,

rendered harmless and the wounded
a

most

deed disorders.

marvelous.

counter-irritant,

because it does just what it

■

t..

It

pam relies

healed without

...

iiittlri

of

cures

their crutches, the lain

>

o

ale

product- in his line
tf;
Belfast

REMOVAL

.MAIM..
-At Belfast the ^4th
TIi*- under*igned
day "I .Inly. A l> l-C"?
In reby giv.
notice ot in
appoint no nt a- Assignee
of Linery A. < alderwood. of Waldo, m the Countv
f Waldo, and State <>| Maine, within -aid District,
who has In n udjudy. <1 a Bankrupt indi\ idttally and
n- a
number of tin- title oi t'alderwood & strout,
upon petition ..I hi creditor*, by tie- District ( ■nut
I -aid Di-tret.
wL
JOSKl'H W11 I.IAMSO.N. Assiguc*.

over

thirty years trial, it is still recei\ ing tin
most unqualified Testimonial- to its virtue-, from
persons of the highest character and respon-ibility
f.mineut Physicians commend it as a most effectual
preparation for the extinction of pain. It is not only
the best remedy ever known lot Bruises, Puts. Burn-.
&c
but for Dy sentery, or Cholera, or any sort ot
bowel complaint, it is a remedy unsurpassed tin
efficiency, and rapidity of action. In the gnat citieof India and other hot climates, it has become tin
standard medicine for all such complaint -, a- w ell afor Dyspepsia, Liver Complaints, and all other kin

than have all other pretended remedies since

Belfast.

to

public

that insures the

care

a

in the

Alter

Where the

-pavin, galls. tVc., upon animals in

had

lathe

tor’s bills.

ache, iV-*., upon the human frame, ami of strains,

■

Mm.

more

the world lagan.

In He

Remedy,

it is eminently a Family Medicine; and In' beingkept ready for^iuimediate resort, will save many an
hour of suffering, ami many a dollar in time and dot-

s

brief career embraces some interesting
and instructive incidents
A person calllink about their
liny were going on ing himself Rev Reuben Alltlllder Bersou
started out in life with the avowed purpose
K
\
'll 111- -day, hut the
fog of
making matrimony the stepping-stone
'..
n
|
-tpon.'iin nt im \ itahle. They
to fortune
His early efforts not having
-i. U
hut
the
wind
>o
was
lues.lay.
succeeded in the way that lie desired. In!?e
had got hilt a fe\\ null's at liooll.
resolved to continue entering into wedlock
I.,t al
ill and l nivn
alist -oeieties, \\ hose until
In- should have accumulated enough
ill
postponed on l uesday. will
money from dowers to enable him to set!<•'
l' am tug to Viiiultiaveii on
tle down comfort ably with the most pre.th.
|i«-rmitting.
possessing of his victims. Recently he
was engaged
in paying his addresses to
d
!!
I.
ilia
ol th. rollsoiiduled Kllst.
from thirty-liv e to forty young ladies, with
<
Mi'
-iili.o
Bailroads. was in this
the intention of wedding all of them
He
W edl j. da
ill eolltereine With
the
contrived to make the acquaintance ot a
i.In l. lrletl. e to freight talifls
wealthy gentleman through whom Inin
i.-lieiullv over tile load.
We made the
acquaintance of a Miss Boulton,
M
H ii- h. after the mallei had heeli
the daughter of a wealthy retired naval
il.
hail of the interests of om ritiofficer.
After a brief acquaintance he
1
"*al tin- l»*-liel that '-liaiiges can he
sought her hand, assuring her father that
ill
mutually beiielh ial, ami he had just been appointed master of a
d totiling lies* to make them, He new college in Brazil, at a salary of
a
th tin advantages possessed
year, and that he expected in two or
three years to be able to retire oil a hand1
ivv no r. asoii
why tin* business
some fortune.
Mr. Boulton gave the re•ad should Hot hr hll'gelv iliquired consent, and the marriage was solMi
Iat. li unpr. s*,M| all who eonemnized. The notoriety of the marriage
him is being a lib. al uiiinled busiwas the means of
shedding more light on
I
";»«I
aII
1
ir\\s
lu* eertaiillv is one
tile previous career of the husband, and
Ii.- was the guest ut
iemi
.i
after a brief honeymoon In- was ariested,
M ./.di n.
Ks«g during his stay,
charged with having in his possession the
lortunes of several otliei ladies w hom InOn >uml:iv as Kdward Davis
i:\ti\M
1
IThe result of
daughter Well oil tin ir way to Sabbath had married and deserted.
this denouement was that lie lost
with a horse and wagon, the horse took
everyIn- had and receiv ed in
-i.t
at th*
exchange a
raising ot an uinbreliu and ran thing
sentence to five
years penal servitude.
-Irep hill: Olle of the hiveeliiiig hooks
o

even

This

cure.

caked hreusts, -raids, hums, salt-rheum,

>

A

produced

has

effects

not gone, its

are
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|
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fortuity in the medicine; and while it is a most effect
1 ve
remedy for pain, it is u perfectly safe medicine,

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,

.•

’•
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will not subdue,

lameness which it will not

no
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DRY FISH!
English Codfish, Pollc-ek, Hake, |;

>1

f 'aiiii

W. B. SWAN & CO., have just received
argo of nice Cadiz Salt for fishermen and lurnn
Bel last. ,lul\

charge of the Dress miking
DAODKTT the Millinery.

FOUNDRY CO.

FRESH FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock,
Mackerel, Shad and Lcbstors

use.

i oK .sai.i; in

i> -Hong language, hut it is true.

<

•,

and with

Centum* Liniment
it

lion

urt

<

Keli-lie-.

-.

Boston, Mass.
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Kinds !
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BELFAST

1

COMMERCi AL

TFl
INFORMS ill! L'iti/.nn ol
Reliant and the public gem rally that h. h at
tin* old stand, corner oi Main >ud Waflhiiigron
streets, where hi kn ps the lollowin/ kind- d Fi-h
ut Will >I.F! \ I K ANIJ KF I All.

©-A.-L-T!

all Orclu tral: in tact all in-lruimnt* in common
u->
\'io|in and i.uitar .* tiings, ami ill Mu-ical M<r
cbamli-i will be l.mml in ph nty. variety, and at
lea oliallle price.
at the 'tore of
Hie

all

MI.SS JACKSON has
Department and MISS

A. E. DURHAM

G. WHITE

Just step in and

LORD,

& tr. W.
11 1

Miller & Contires* sts.
tl

Journal Building,

Violins, Guitars, Flutes,

pij.j

a

bui-

Corner

iii fla il- sen-on. Cirki
f;:< table
Croi isions
i he l.t- q price pai-l for c-ounfr.

any other Band Instrument..-, wh eh with

or

Liniment.

swelling

us

K Krill..'KNt t

{,

Pfoviriimis of

Cornets, Altos, Basses.

parts of the world, and that its sale is constantly in
creasing. No curative agent has hail such a wide
spread sale or given such universal satisfaction.
Davis’ Pain Kii.lkh is a purely vegetable coin
pound, prepared from the best and purest materials,

*•

■

a

stuudurd mediciue

M»l lady to her niece: “Good gracious,
Matilda! it’- cold. My teeth are actually ••batWell, don’t let them
tering.” Loving niece:
• hatter too
much. orthe\ may tell where von
bought ’em.”

will

I-

prices,

and lowest

lyr C

Including Beet. Cork, l-ttnib, Yeul, Boultry, Ac-., Ac.
\

i-. or is .ion to be, ami the mellow uui.-a .<| him who
th. laml
practice-, the t ornet is hi :trd all ov.
h. in hade, ill the fashion, ami m season. ami
purchase the best sounding

thirty years, and
probably hus it wider and better reputation than any
other proprietary medicine ol the present day.
At
this period there are hut few unacquainted wit it the
merits of the Pai.n-Kii.lkk; hut. while some extol it
as a liniment, they know but little oi its power in
easing pain when taken internally; while others u-e
it internally with great success, but are equally
ignorant ot its healing virtue- when applied exter
nally. We therefore wish to say to all. that it is
equally successful, whether used iuTei nally or exter
nally. It is sufficient evidence of its virtues a- a

<

the

l*

OWEN

A IA Nil IN EVERY VILLAGE

look Pale and Sick
having worms in tin

quality

them

to use

LATEST FASHIONS!

alwavs in stock.
Givtcall before decidim' elsewhere.

Of best

■

Has been before the

Take care of your stomach, and your head
will take care of itself. Gkeexe’s Oxyuen• ei» Bt rTEits is the old standard
remedy for
disorders of the stomach. Contains no alcohol.
Purely medicinal. John E. Henry, proprietor,
X A b
College Place, New York.

pain which

"I

uurs.

0KDKR8 Kit. I-Kit AT SHORT MHICt

Maine.

u.dw'ku.'s Book
»r*
Main Sr

know how
will show the

we

Non

Proprietor.

&c.

Display in advertising is nut iuy forte. Hut this
1 will say -VV* have tin- styles, also the goods, an 1

Baps & Smelt

Physician'Surgeon
y
St

FRENCH MILLINERY,

Salmon, Sliad,

Dealer In

than

Favorite Home

Laces,

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

itvn

Kid Gloves

two But-

tons, Fringes,

receive

H

Belfast,

Trimmings, Fancy

kinds,

with one and

ADVERTISER
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PAIN-KILLER!

A traveller in the West, seeing a sign over
the door with this one word, “Agorsequrderc,*’
a-ked the woman what she sold, when she said
she did not sell anything, bill that “agues was
cured here.”

no

often
causes

will

AfejH>nler-< promptly attended to..**#

I Ion-.• aiu.| Lot ami stable.
House -lory an I halt', JJSxIS. Lll
hall. J'JxlT. !H room-. a cistern and
A pood p.il’dell .spot. I’•
good Well Mi Wah
truil tree*, ju-ar. apple, eherrie. and .until*.
I’lea anih *iluah d on one r of < 'ro*- and Pearl
Hood view of harbor and hay.
I’hive
Dice -hade tree
ill front ol lloUse. A!
hol-'e,
I,anie*- wagon, -loir'll and rohe*.
Helfasi. 1 LllV
Ti l
I». 1 >1 K<. I N.

invalid,

r<t

Goods oi'all

at Law!

G. W. BURGESS,

ami

-|oi \

irii'sl J'roin lies ton with everyth in# the
IdtUit*.-* vvuiit hi MII.LIMK.K\

juir t

v<

Sack and Dross

Job Printing Office
No. 10 Main St., (lip Stairs.) Belfast, Me.

House for Sale.
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linpoteticy,

of

Apply to
AhOIJ.YKin

Jv\ 1

I
DA ^ given tit my son. It It.
U entworth, .h\, tin n-maimler ol hi minor time. 1
shall not claim am of his earnings nor pa\ anydehts
»f his contracting 'alter tlii dat.
It. It WKMWORTII.
Iteliast, ,lnl> JO, 1S J.—Jwl

“SCIENC E OF LIFE, OR SELF PRES
a Medical Treatise on the* Cause*
ami
Cure- of Exhausted Vitality Pre mature- Declim in
Man, Ne rvous ami Physical Debility, Hypochondria,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal We-aknes-,
and all other;dis»-ase*s arising from the- errors of
youth or the* indiscretions or exce*sse*s of matureimu
years. This is inde ed a book for every m..n
sands have been taught by this work"the- true- wav
to health and happiness.'
It is the* che-ape*st and
best medical work ever published, and the- onh om*
on this class of ills worth reading.
19oth edition,
revised, much enlarges], illustrateel, hound in be-auti
till French cloth. Price- only £!. Sent b\ mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Adeiress 1*FVBOPA
MEDICAL INSTITCTE, No. I Bultinch Mive-t,
Boston, Mass., or Dr. \V II PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N B. flu author may be* consulte d .n
the- above- as well as all diseases requiring -kili and

-,uu

Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets,
or Sugar-i oated. Concentrated Hoot and Ilerhel
Juice, Auti-Bilious Granules, for Jaundice,
< oii>tipation. Biliousness, Inflammation or Irritation of the Bladder, accompanied by
pain or
frequent calls to urinate, and to break tip attacks
«>f enhU and fever
Pleasant, harmless, and
bbO
only '2'i cents :• vial b\ Druggists.

I here i-
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EKVATIOX,”

That

l ake hr.
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EVERY

whom

J^OTICE!
1 11 A \
nils

destroy Worm- with out injury to the chilei, In
ing perfe ctly W Hi 1 E, ami fre e from all coloring or
injurious ingredients usually iced in worm
preparations.
CI'RTIS & BROWN, Proprietors,
Ne».
Fulton Street, Ne-w York.
Sold by Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
Medicines at Twkniv Fivf Ci NTs \ Box.
|lvl-p

hoy.

Centaur

FOR

:

Mrs. E. R JOHNSON & Miss JACKSON
H

TKLWiRAPII BUILDING, Belfast, Me.

HKNtn

Uellast, .July *». IS

other

teacher, in struggling to make a toughbrained boy understand what conscience is,
linallN linked. ”\\ hat makes you feel had when
M \ papa’s big leather strap,”
> "U do wrong:-'’'

Es-

BOOK

paid.

to

MILLIITERV!

WALLACE,

tt-tJr"All business entrusted to him
prompt attention.

V V

will
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do we think so, when the provohil«* t In -dog star rages.
cation is based on unreturned affection,
'ni« 'i.-d hi
most i-oiih-mptihhor
domestic estrangement.
The victims
ptll'-rm.' propensities proiupl seldom stop to think of the ineonstanev.
ii iimutal plants trout the doors
not only ol Women, but of men; and that,
arrv mg aw ay
pots ot flowers, «.Ve. if married, and their better-half has prov ed
unfaithful or uncongenial, there is still a
*
of tie ill a<l. « veil, are not
•in
'la
ihhi';
aflowers plaeed chance of lining some good to tin human
race by
holiest and well-directed labor,
I
ainl 1 lioughttili ear. aho\e thi* last
and a possibility ol getting a fair share of
i.-i-s
-t t|j«- departed, ale meanly
in the bargain.
As to the moV
a I i\ ateh is hi
ing kept for these happiness
tive of ill-luck in business, that is hardly
li
.-.11
|
when
punished
worth considering, when ii is considered
how cheaply one can keep body and soul
ii-• w.i.-i
nt
oi oin-oiiiiium diun*usioiis
together if he will disregard the dictates
A
•
Ii.
II
The fact is, the suiBurgess aeht of Mother (Iriindy
ap
< oiuiii' idol'e
fill
Tieadw ell cides. like 1'assiiis of old, "think too
i-’alia, and pi« pared one of much." and don't work hard enough, if at
all. "In idleness alone is there perpetual
•it.
liowdeis.
mi their
way
-ays Carlyle, and it is verv ext
tf
-ailed a Mind the harbor despair,
ceptional to ii in 1 a hard-worker voluntari: wok.- .ip that oi. lent
borough
ly shuffling oil ihis mortal coil
inIn
\\. learn that the pur
•1 ii"
'1-101:
aleulated so m rly that
An ingenious scoundrel has ju-t been
i:ri» disappeared as they
hauled over the coals in Loudon, whose

A

Prop.,
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(.’HAS. BATCHELOR

for no other
stomach.

Fever and Ague.
\\
ha\c tried Fellows'Compound
Syrup of
11 \ pophosphites fut
Fever-and-Aguc with the
v. r\
best *-atisfaetion.
Quinine and other remedies failed, the Syrup did the work, effectually
curing in a short time.
II. C. CASWELL A CO.. Oshkosh, Wi>.

the

gists.
Iyl9sp

good carpenters
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at Law!

Attorney

Ship Carpenters Wanted.
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Fittings.

JOHNSON,

GEO. E.

A S.MAI.I. black and tail dog', belonging tot apt.
T. ISurgess. C'ollari'd, with initials I s. p,
|'ht*
tinder will he rewarded by lent ing Ht se High street.

DYE.

HAIR

l Net

Nettings

M PORI U M i

No. 10 Main St., () Belfast,

L E N !
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Attorney

OV UN's A SON'S celebrated OOliN 1111.1.
ItlTUKAl.O Bisrrrr.
Kill' sale
II. i\l lit HULL'S.
at

li.

This
llair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliableand Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill »t
leets of bad dye s and washes. Produces Immkim a
atki.v a superb Black ok NArt kal Brown, and
leaves the* hair clkan soft and ukaitifuk. The
genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all Drug

1CHILDREN

man

feelingly replied

purely

CURTIS & BROWN,
No. 215 Fulton Street, New York.
For sale by all druggists.
lyisp

BATCHELOR^

good work l>y

J.*L. SLEEPER,

G.

undergoing

in Kansas accidentally tell into a vat
of boiling water and was killed'.
His bereaved
children erected a tombstone to his memory,
with the brief hut touching
inscription, “parboiled.*’
A

is

find

can

No. 56 Main St.

as a warning ami for the- bem-tit of A
ouug
Men and others who suffer from Nervous Debilin
LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., supplying the im-un- of
self cure
Written by erne- who cure d himsedf after
con.-ide-rable* ijuackery, and sent free- on
receivin, a post-paid directed envelope.
Suffer r- are- invited to aeidress. the- author
N A 111 AN I EL AIA Y FA I R,
Box 101, Brooklyn, N \
0iu49sp

is composed of roots, harks and
very pleasant to take; everv child

mne
it i<

50 TO 100 VEST MAKERS
once to

LADIER’

FISHERMBIT!

Belfast, May 27, 1872—tt'47
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Light Infantry—babies that on!) weigh
pounds apiece when horn.

of

and all

The Confessions

Pills. Portions and Pungencies.

s, (:uul who
IViiph* who iv:ul lilt*
do not in tlii- ago), cannot lint fail to n<•
ticc tin- large ntunlier of suicide.- wliicli
arc
The
continually being chronicled.
causes which led to their commission anno! by any means varied; they mav be
classified, 1st, domestic trouble; Al, bad
luck, ( ertain philosophers maintain that
the frequency ol such crimes during tinsummer months, is to be accounted for on
the ground of heat
And we think this
explanation, though very simple entin-lv
satisfactory, 'l’lie statistics show a great
r number of suicides in hot climates than
in cold,
indeed, W'e have often wondered
if such sensations ever occur among the
Esquimaux, am! the frigid natives of Ice
land. Without entering into the moralities of the subject, we call only give it as
our opinion that a/ifo-i/e-xi from almost

an-

to

m

PANACEA
Healing.

Household

experience-.

years, and declaring that a
President shall be ineligible to re-election,
and that : movement is already on foot to
secure the passage of such an amendment
'luring tin ue\t session of C ongress

vestigation.

has

**

correspondent of the N. Y Tribune
writing from Long Branch, with how
much truth we cannot say, asserts that
President (Irani favors a constitutional
amendment increasing the Presidential

He is, at’tei eleven days,
in apparently good health, with an excellent appetite, but as black as any African in
N. w York
file black is occasional)!
streaked with blue, purple and green,
which appear and disappear alternately
He is in the hands of Mr. John Brooks,
and may be seen by any physician or other
person who is desirous of iiiakinc an in-

Week.
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pints of blood from the linger,
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The

Vegetable

M A K FK8!

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

applying at

splendid

J. J*. (^.

A

I)r. Beattie hastily cut the
linger open, and administered two quails
of whiskey m twenty minutes; laudanum
and quinine were also given in large quantities, and notwithstanding the loss of three

entirely

Ded. Jus.
J. V*. Q.
Ded. Jus.
J. P. Q.
T. J.

A Portland despateli says that Manager
Hatch ami Superintendent Prescott of the
Eastern road were in that city Monday,
to observe if any attempt had been made
on the road
by the Boston and Maine Sunday. when lour locomotives, with a large
fori.. men belonging to the Eastern
Railroad, were on hand near the transfer
station of the Boston and Maine, to see
that the connection was not cut by the latter road
No attempt was made, however.
It is stated that President White of the
Boston and Maine has given notice to the

l'

Liniment

EST

penetrates

Somerset.

I’ll'* disastrous collision of the United
States war >lnp Oneida with tin- British
ship Bombay in tin- harbor of Yokohama,
nearly three years ago, is recalled by the
announcement that a monument to the
\ ietinis
lias been erected at Yokohama.
It was made at Hong
Kong, of t wo massin-pieces ot granite, one weighing nine
and tin- other thirteen tons, and contains
tin- names ol tin- twenty officers who went
down
It was a singular coincidence that,
" bile the monument was
being loaded on
board the United States ship Yantie at
Hong Kong, the Bombay was lying at anchor les— than two hundred yards awa\

intoxication.

the

it

prosecution

and the man seemed like

and were transferred to the
all their native freshness.

ai in

obstruct
may rea-

■y

For Internal and External use.
not only to relieve the
patient, but
removes the cause of the
complaint. It I
and pervades the whole system, restoring
action to all its parts, and uuickening the

Prepared by

Edward S. Dutton, Athens,
M. P>. Smiley, Athens,
l. F. Holman, Athens,
Sullivan Lothrop, St. Albans,
Wm. Currier, Cornville,
W A 1.1 Ml.
AIvali Sherman, Liberty,
Orris H. Keen, Freedom,

re-

Chills and Fever.
Its operation is

blood.

J. P. (J.
Ded. Jus.

Maine built vessels have

1422 tons, built, at Belfast in I860, metaled in
1871, for £9750; Thos. Harward, 1217 tons, built
at Bath in 1850, for £5150; Nautilus, 1201 tons,
built at Frankfort in 1850, metaled in 1873, for
£5850.

is the best remedy in the world for the
following
complaints, viz.: Cramps in the Limbs and Stomach, Pain in the Stomach, Bowels, or Side, Klieuma
tism in all its forms, Billious Colic,
Neuralgia, Choi
era, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
Throat, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,

healthy

Henry Farrington. Waldoboro',

following

cently been sold in Liverpool—Ships Inspector,

and

Lincoln.

very much swollen and yen gangrenous,
the action of the heart had almost ceased

the

from

to

Not. Pub.
J. P. Q.

Lov; Island Forest Fires.
A special
despatch to tin* New York Times from the
eastern portion of Long Island
says the
great tires in tin* woods have pretty well
subsided, after burning' for over four days.
The people all about tin* burned district
rejoice that there.is no longer cause tor
alarm.
Fortunate!} no lives were lost,
though the value of the property consumed
will foot up a considerable sum. No such
tire has swept the island for
twenty years,
sii
the oldest residents say
Upward of
:V.,non acres of woods have been burned
almost to a cinder, and many hundred
acres, besides the trees, have been as effectually killed as if a blight had passed
over the land.

Bints in a Katti-Ksnakk.
On Saturday, u woodchopper in Cornwall. N Y
whi.e goiug to his work on what is mill'd
Storm King Mountain, encountered a serpent, and wanting one lor a friend who
had the rheumatism the belief of many
being that snake grease is a cure for it lie
chased the snake, which took refuge in a
wood pile, and lluise seized him by the
back of the neck, but so far from the head
that it contrived to turn and plant one of
its fangs m the index linger of his right
hand, lluise held fast to his snake, net er
theless, stamped his head off. and then
spent half an hour in looking for white ash
leaves, which are believed to In* an antidote for the poison. He found none to
suit him, however, and started for Cornwall. He was bitten at 7, and it was
eleven o'clock when he reached the village. and ltt. Beattie was summoned
At this time the arm and linger were

tiring at a mark
w. r.
M
reading the Porthonl
and -th
religions papers,
a
uciv givatl) disturbed.
t

..*«

almost a necessity.
untoward events arise

no

J. P. Q.
*•

Maine Central that when the attempt is
made it will be openly and in the day time,
and not on a Sunday.

of the work we
sonably expect to hear the rumble of the
"Bui-ksporl" train by the early part of
I *i ceinber— and Bangor will then realize
lioxx much they are benelitted by an enterprise to which they have so far given no
aiil or encouragement
[Bangor Whig.
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BAKERY !

KhitiS wishes to inform hi- friend- ami
• customers ;|»af he still coutinue> to manufae
ture and sell at wholesale and retail Cracker-, Pilot.
Ship and >oda ltread. Oyster Cracker Pie-, Cakes
and Ciinjrcrbreud.
it-# As a new feature 1 will hake

<3-i

v©

XT

s

a

Call !

AK.

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

White Loaf Bread. Hayford Block,
Church St.,
after
Itrown ltread
usual Siindti)
Cross St.
R^gs,
BELFAST.
j’Tife y.. „,A-Feverv

noun.
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the Summer Sea.

By

HY t'URISTIYN
I

(thought 1 had surely conquered and lived
down this sharp, old pain,
1'iil the mighty voice of the ocean waked it tonight again—

Wakes it to throb and torture, to burn with its
tire anew.
1 'it on the sands, () Philip, and long ami
vearn for you.
her.-

i

fancies strangely bitter in the surge
this restless sea,

nr

of

hoi»es and dreams and memories, all rising
mournfully:
waves that are
softly breaking, with starry

\nd
l ie

lustre kissed.
"ummon a host of phantoms out of the
mist.

ocean

the years that have tied forever since you
and 1 first met.
Hie long year' of hopeless passion, the long
vear' of vain regret,
I lia\»* fondly dreamed, O Philip, that I had
mastered <plite
He heart that rises up once more in bitterness

In

to-night.
away in silence each loving
thought of y oil;
I have laid to re<i each memory, so tender and

t

thrust

have

true;

'«»

have prayed upon my bended knees for power

I

forget.

t**

the

And

love you.

bat love tor

1

v

me

r.

1

love

so

very

again?

mice

never

my darling, than you

von.

wrong

pain
^

> on more—
i east all pride

"U

ocean

was so

long
can

all else go by and trust

cannot let

would

I

Philip, than 1

p.eiilv in this weary world of

pain.
von

'imv trust iii

:

nowise l»ett«

ago—
Pm I love you more,
v er know

fhai

hopeless,

wa>

dead

me v\ anu

I'

et!

put nu* t"oin you sternly, in those bitter
wonts whieh said.

‘on

!

that prayer is this—1 |»*vv

t<»

answer

you,

Philip,

nor

away, here,

shore.

me

never

on

this

heart seems breaking. Philip, as ] linger all
alolle.
And then- e<aiies no sound of comfort. sav*- the
ocean's restlcs> moan:
t 'iivteh mv ami" to heaven, aiul
pray for vmilMv

let urn.

flic hope that dl;ls. and the lov»

.1

"lily
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i<

An<!

1

s, a"*
b«*lWeen U". with its ceaseless
and flow
"igh. and wonder, and question will it be
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so
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darling,

ever
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silver threads athwart

pallid brow?

mv

«»nie no end. <> Philip, to the wvariand strife?
there dawn no dav of gladness upon my
"addeiievl life?
'«
"im go down in darkness, and peace he

aa

-iier*

iie""
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l*a
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•inful soul
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aml -ting-!
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possible

forever the
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madly fling.-,
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Will!
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to exhibit prowess amid the clash
and rush of battle, tired by the contagion
of enthusiastic comrades, and another to
.brave death singly and deliberately. Stray
could see, as he worked, the long rifle-pits
of the rebels, not a hundred yards distant,
ablaze with the light of fifty rifles, and
led the wind of their bullets as they
whistled past him.
Occasionally one
struck the cannon, as he noticed by the
peculiar chirp of the impact. Favored
partly by the obscurity and more by good
luck, he remained unscathed, save by one
shot. It fifteen minutes—it
skin-scraping
scented to him an hour—the vent was
clear. As the gun was loaded, a lanyard
and primer were passed up to him, and
these aflixed, he slipped quickly oft'. The
rebels seeing him drop imagined they had
shot hint and sent up a yell of exultation,
which was suddenly checked as a discharge
of grape scattered death among them.
The rifle-pits were at once abandoned, and
our sappers and miners enabled to proThe
ceed without further interruption
captain of the battery reported twentytwo lead marks from bullets that had
struck the piece.
In reward for this exploit Stray was
offered a Second Lieutenancy, but being a
modest man, and not fitted by education
for the position, he declined it and was
satislied to accept the appointment of
Master Mechanic in the Ordinance De-

tiling

KGAI>,

ueedli—to its magnet

tiekle. Philip, and false

and «le-.*late. beside the

a-

ever

false

summer

ment.
was

tie-

I lie New York lJost relates the l'ollowg, t'.,i the truth of which it vouches, as
<«
urriug nil .Morris Island, below Charles'■■II
C. in duly, 1803, soon after the
lailuie of the attack on fort Wagner:
■■Baffled in that assault, (fen. (filinore
-l no time in
taking means to reduce
sin- fort b\ regular approaches, anil in a
w days after the
bloody repulse the tirst.
parallel had been opened and a breaching
battery was in position. Unfortunately,
lin ing a night attack on the Union works
the rebels succeeded in driving the men
imin their position and spiking the
guns
in the battery.
This was a serious cheek,
athe rebel sharpshooters,
ensconcing
themselves in rifle pits, effectually stopped
tart her progress oil the part of the
engineer
One of the spiked guns, a ituo
corps

lor

the chief of ordnance called
volunteers to restore the piece to ser-

dilliculty

ice.
I o do lliis it was
necessary to mount
the cannon and drill out the
spike obstructing the vent while the foe were diligently
on their
in
part,
occupied,
picking off the
•. entuiesonie
workmen from his perch.
ni> one seemed ambitious to undertake
1 he venture, the chief of ordinance, Col.
Mt.rdccai, applied to John Stray, a private
m the 1 —i New York volunteer
Kngrneers,

who, besides being

skilled machinist,
had given proof on several occasions of
unusual coolness and daring.
At the re(piest ot the Colonel he inspected tire gun,
bill the shower of bullets which
greeted
hi- appearance was not calculated to encourage him, and he reported that he did
not think any one could live
long enough
on the cannon to
unspike it; and having
wife and young children, he was not
desirous of making the effort. Without
l ving to influence him
against his inclinations. the Colonel replied that if he were
toinake
the
willing
attempt and should he
be killed, he (the
Colonel) would see that
his family were provided for.
1 his promise decided
Stray, and he eoneluded to try and achieve the feat. At

nightfall

he

a

forth on his perilous
with a brace and
the breech of the monster

went

errand, armed simply
bits.

Straddling

piece, and crouching as low as possible,
he plied the drill vigorously. No sooner
had he began to work than the
enemy
perceived him, and flash after flash sueceeded from their rifle-pits, it is one

of that most fasAfrica and its explorers,

./jL cinating book on
“LIVINGSTONE LOST AND FOUND.”
(woo pages, 100 Engravings, maps, etc. Price, $:j.50.)
Address Mutual Publishing Co., Hartford.Ct
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EQUITABLE

A DORN YOUR HOMES with the newChromo.
“Awake” and “Asleep.”
.Sells like wildtir*
The pair sent for 50 cents. A large discount to AgtAddress W. F. CARPENTER. Foxhoro, Mass.

MAN CV Made Rapidly with Stencil & Key
IflUllL I Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
i-.i;, 11? Hanoverst..
paiticulars FREE S M. Sim
Boston.

All
of
work
make
more
mone\
at
either sex, young or old,
for us in their spare moments, or all tin* time, than
Address <
at anything else.
Particulars free.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

CIO A lJir day! Agents wanted!
classes' of working people,

lO

Prospectus tor
I'lilAM, No. 9

We

EATERS■

the habit permanently,cheap,
without, sutiering or ineonven
Address
Describe your case.
AKMSTKOXd, M. D, Berrien

Spring, Michigan.

IRON & STEEL!

1

Tontine

By

in the United States.

FRANK E.

NYE,
Central Me., Augusta,

for

M.

Me.
:iuHy

B0ARDMAN

for Waldo Co., Office No. 19 Main St.

Agent

BELFAST,

Professional
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should examiued tin t O.MBIN A 1 ION >>OLO S l'Ol\S
found only in oho. WOODS & Co.’S ORGANS.
TUF .KOKIN F
A must delicate, soft or breath
ing stop.
i UK WY HI .M AN A
A baritone solo, not a
fan u* tremol o.
iiif I’lA.N'O
A
beautifully toned piuuo, which
will never require tuning. See advertisement in
another column.
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NATURAL « V REM CLAIMED
HE M.
I' A IStRD AND 1
But
uy New-Born and Mi shudom I.iniminth
over thirty
u!
vi* have the experience
years
t.l trial, with the must substantial results, aud by

KEEP

Leeds. Robinson & Co.,

CONSTANTLY ON HA.NL) A EL EE
ASSORTMENT OK

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Faints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails.
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&c

AT

MALKAlTL RKRS OF

Wareham Nail Co.’s Cut Nails.
Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.

&c.

WHOLESALE

AGF.N1S FOR

OR

RETAIL.

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.

No. GO Main Sti'eni.
Belfast, F«*b.

liiuos'te

Old

Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels.

w
p>

DKALKKS IN

Call and See
good an assortment of WooLKN GOODS ».f nil
grades, usually found in a

SCRAP IRON.

as

75 NORTH
(iliios.'ls

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class workmen at a<
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by my
self. 1 have also a tine assortment of

FURNISHING GOODS

XTEW

STORE!

XTEW

GOODS!

.lust opened jit Hrooks consisting of
1 AXf’Y GOODS also a good stock of

DKY

and

Vf'PLEASE HIVE US A l!ALE ,'jgj

of JOHN, BOSTON.

ORGANS
capable
tin*

remarkable instrument ever perfected;
uf the most beautiful musical effects, and in

most
most

ALL

elegant

case-

LOVERS OF MUSIC
should

see

them, and hear their

Combination
W. C.

Stops!

Solo

TUTTLE,

•hn48

FAMILY GROCERIES
And in connection the Proprietor begs leave to in
form his former patrons and good sewers generally
that he has just returned from Huston and ha- a
large stock of vests on hand.

cor.

GEO. WOODS & CO’S
I he

of all kinds. i'Al'LR COLLARS, 10 cents a box
or three boxes for
cents, in all d/t- and all the
other better grades of Collars. tl41 II. L. LORD.

ST.,

Of BFLFA.ST has them

CARTERS

&iT .Sold
Stores, at
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RESTAURANT.

S. L. DODGE.
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K < AKfEI* respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
"tand, < I1A .SALOON, where he will always he
ready to welcome all.
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served in even style and at all timeAlso MEALS
\
ALL HuLILS. a large stock of Confectionery
of every description, Cigars and Tobacco alway- on
hand.
■ttaCCANNED KRl'lTS and .JELLIES a specialty.

\

oil

will alwavs find

Agent & Marine Surveyor
AMERICAN LLOYDS REGISTER!
#

K. CARTER.

HOS IERY!
Just received from my own selection in
nice assortment of

Boston,

a

HOSIERY!
one

that

wears a

Large or small, bleached or unbleached, striped or
plain, Kuglish or Yankee, from s to &'> cents per
pair; also a splendid line of Bustles, Skirts, Brace
lets, Whito Dloves and all kinds of Fancy floods,
&c\ &c.
Yours Respectfully.
B.

—F O R-

rating vessels of all classes.
ItOCKPOUT
MAINE.

v

STOCKING!

OLIVER J. GRAFFAM,

Ami lor

thing that is usually

—

lor every

(/)

every

.'inos-E*

wool

F.

WELLS.

carding:

MAK I

LOCK

>

to
a

keep people

from

buying

of

liberal advertiser. This is the

experience

of every

man

who

has tried it. The best medium
for this vicinity is the REPUB-

LICAN JOURNAX.

Court,

at
on

Belfast, within and for
tin- second Tuesday of

WORTHING,
Kmerv
MARY
Hall, late of Palermo, in -aid County >1 Walthat addo, deceased,
former widow of

j.

a

petition

ministration on said deceased’s estate may be grant
ed to John Greely of said Palermo.
Ordered, That the said Mary J give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
>e published three weeks successively in tin* Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may up
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any
have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be grunted.
ASA Till RLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikli>, Register.

tiersons

they

at
on

copy.

j

Cl

DR. GRAVES

HEART REGULATOR j Summer
Wll.l, I >0 IT.
Givt:

AND

giving

On the lbregoing libel, Ordered, That tin* said
Libellant cause notice of the pendency thereof to be
given to said libelee by publishing an attested copy of
said libel and of this order thereon three weeks sue
ccssivoly in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed at Belfast, in said County of Waldo, the last
publication to be t hirt y days at least before the next
term of this court to be holden at said Belfast on the
third Tuesday of October, A. D., 1873, that said
libelee may then and there appear and answer to said
libel if he shall see lit.
Attest- W. ii. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy of libel and order thereon.
3Hi
Attest
W. G. FRYE, Clerk,

subscriber hereby gives
public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator, de
bonis non, of the estate of Samuel Burgess, late of
Searsinont, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond as the law directs; he therefore re
quests all persons who are indebted to suiddeceased’s
estate to make immediate puyment, and those who
have any demands thereon, to exhibit ti*. ame for
settlement to him.
ALBERT BUc.KSS.
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of

Solicitor

I’utciirs

This

beaulifu! mower is now -o well known
throughout the Tutted State- am! l-.uru|,. that a
reijuires no recouiinelutation o\ er 1,'i,ih,o ,,10 m i|,t
cottlttr; alone., The unit halaltee.l l.awn tl,.u
with AN AINU S I Altl.i: II AN 1*1.1
lU-iucIi cut, croquet mower, a In-until'tii bttle ma
'-'bine for small lawns, croquet ground
c mct.-i
lots, easily operated bv a lad *•' mi- u| In
ai
price -*,.'0, lg -inch. S"-‘g. 11 hu b, -tandard -i/.e. Sg:,
inch, pony. SlOU: :',g in. b. bor
t..r public p.nk
atul large lawns, rlgfe
K\ rn macbiiie w arrant, w
to give perfect
satisfaction.
V\
rballeii;..
tb.
world to u trial, ami produce
macbin. n
p
Try it, and you will buv no otb.
Send for illustrated Circular
MAM I ACl L Wi lt IM 1 HI
v

f

A
1

GREAT"

public, tlmt
Muu u fact uri*

they

<.-■

St.. Boston

AN
of

■

TESTIMONIALS.
I regard Mr Pahiv
om- <1 tin- mo.-t capui*
an.I -ncre -stu 1 praclit mm r- with whom 1 has* li.nl
1 Ha Kl.l.s M \ >* >.S
official int iv.iur-.
( Hum,.
-iom-r 4.i 1 *ai• i»rI have no hcsitat>11 in a-nring iuventois that
they canuot employ a man more competent amt
trustworthy, ami im»i> capable 01 putting their ap1 i•
from them an ear1plication- in a form to
ami fa\*nat«h- .•ou'-iilei at me. at tin Patent Offie.Ll>Mt M) ill'KKK.
.1 Patent*
Late ( ..iumi"iom
.4-

.atit• i•

■

I-,xtfact ot Hoots and Herb* which
bh c.ire tin followin'* complaint*

t.

Dyspepsia,

Portland Kerosene Oil.
prevalence of a large quantity of interior ami
daygcrous oil> in tin market, at a cheap price many

of which are little better than Naptha itself -ami tin
existence of false reports in regard to the P< u: I I. N i.
Ki-.HnsK.NT. (Ml., render it a muttai of ju-tice to muselves, as Well as safety t>- roii-unier-. that -one- in
tice should betaken of these facts,
fherefore. w.again present anadvrrti-i-m.-nt. ami would cal! arti-n
tioii to the high standard of our (>il
I'm. Ri.i t \i.i>
PKTKOLKl.M, the tire t»-t of which i- 1V J (Ill
PuRTI.AXM IvKitinKNI-., tin lire te-t of which is 1 ’>
degrees Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
higher; also, we would sac. that Wt-are determined
to maintain their long estahli'lu- I reputation
PORTLAND KKRosliM, OIL iDUP.WI

l-"** ot

at

quote Iroui chap. T.» R >. Is, i, t h title ot said
chapter being ‘•Inspection amt sale of .Manufactured
Kvery
corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum coal oil or burning
fluid, shall cause every disk or other vessel thereof
to he so inspected and marked l.y a -worn in -j -<-t<.r.
And if any person manufacture'or sells -m b oil m
burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this
State, or that has not hern so in-pected and marked
as unsafe for illuminating
purpo-e-, he -hall pay a
line nut exceeding live hundred dollars or b.- ini
prisoned six mouth.- in the county jail, upon indict
llielits therefor.
Portland, Me., April .'1 Is. -;.
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Complaint
lew hottle*.
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Spirit* and '•inkim*
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Sne-ainm

once

Eruptions, Bimph

Blotcln
and all iinpui it bthe blond. Imi't»a 11m mall the *kiu or ot hervvi*e.
cured readilv l.\ follow iinr the directions on the Imt
tie.

<>t

Mr
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a

For Kidney, Bladder and l nuarv derangement.*
no e.jual; one bottle
w ill
convince the no-t

it ha*

sceptical.
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v

ha

math

lot

lm

I I11K i ^

n.-r

application* 101 Patents, hasing l.eeu -ucre-sful in
aiino-t «-\ **r> i-a.-e.
Sm-ii
muni-1 ak.thle j r..ot
.t
great talent ami ability .‘it hi- part, l*--nt- in* t>. re
commend At.1. inventor- to apply to him to nrorui *•
1 ha. mg tie
their patent-, a- they nun be -at*
mo>t taithliil attention li.-imve.l
at \ery reasonable charge*.'

Po-ton.

WomiS expolled from the system without the
difficulty a tew bottle* are -ntfu i- ut tor t lie

Ltn

II**.

!yr«?*>.

T

I-Jt

on tlt* i 1 easeami
liilJ.N I Ani.AK I

least

mo*t

ob*tiual«-

Piles,

"UC

case.

Si

bottle has

cured

tile

1,1

,-!

\

Nervous Difficulties,
ea*ed immediately

''•

DYE HOUSE!

n.

hi

Alllictions i.* removed
aluable medicine

or

.loinr*

»reatl>

Scrofula

and alt
r»

I

\by thi*

r

Awarded first Premium

in

Cllia-il

or

atarrli.

(

mvuNion*. and

Hysteric*

Hindi relieved

Difficult Breathing, Bam in the Fuu^s. side
and Che*t almost invariably cured by taking a few
bottle* ot the Quaker Bitter*

at

Maine Mate fair. li/U

EMILE BARBIEK, Proprietor.

v

Bronchitis,'

Maine.

Augusta,

c..

Rheumatism, dwelled

M

dllti.-uil

when all other remedies tailed

Articleperson am)

1 *•

Vppctite cured by taking

Lassitude,
cured

We

»i.

lledgli

■i

Kilby

l\ll.N>lVi
PHAI lie i ot nj
c
to »-<
n
uiiuniI'
thirty
l'uited stale-, al-o in meat liritain
aveat
France, anti other foreign countri>
s|
itication.-. Alignment-, amt all paper- tor Patent••xecuted ou reasonable term-, with de-patch
IP
-•■arches made to determine tin- validity audutiid.
of Patent.-, of tic. •■ntion-. and legal and other ad
wee
rendered in all matter- lunching th* -a...Copies «d‘ the claim of auc patent furni-hed f>. i«
mitting one dollar A--iguni» nr- n corded in VV‘a-1.
iugton
\'| Agency III the t uited '-tat*
-up. n,,
facility for obtaining Pat* nra--taming th- ,.:i
tent abilit y of in\ in ion
All liece-.-ity of a journey I
Washington to pi
cure a Patent, aud tin- ,i ,,.•!
s
thw.
ut d.la
here ».iv ed IIM elitol'ward\K1K.K
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medical!
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KEROSENE OIL COMPANY
inform tin-

ir.id'

tent?*

THE PORTLAND
Would

luveiitiol.
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No. 76 State St., opposite

COLT’S ARMORY HARTFORD CONN.
For Sale by
KENDALL &. WHITNEY, Portland.

1 hi.- well known establishment. v. th ii- admiral.!*
facilities, is contiuctetl bv a first In-- KKf V tl
u.
manner t
L>Y KK. living am! « lean-tug Igive l'KKF'Kt I MIM Vi I loN
is
S.-lvet
Klbbon-,
I.allies’ 1 tresses
>ucqiie11
without ripping
Dyd, ( leuiwd and 1 *ii•
d
oil
I.an
Curtains'
teaux
and
taking
trimming'
>•!
le.tlix-d .iild
done equal to new. < alpetKesfoled
-I

«

CATARRH

Difficulties,

Female

Bilious,

Ucmittant

and

i<i>'.il.nt

"•

American ladies, vield readily
medicine, the Quaker Bitter*

to

tin*

among
invaluable

lutermittaut Fever*,

DYED OH CLEANSED!
(iarmeiits, t oats. I’ant- and \ eat < l* uh-*vl
lived, Brown. Black. Blue black or Indigo Himto ut'- ii.iiuu nt- It*
and pressed ready lor wear
pairing done at short notice
da
hid < i love dyed Blaek. o| Cleansed,
I and liui -1.
1»»t h- d
VI 'O new good' or heav
the best manner, at \ f.IfY LOW f'BI< KS
al
Ac.ii.
(ii)llil- sent .veil .MONDAY
Bt t
V
Well* Milliiierv and f im- ». •■1- >!•.
Belfast M
Maim- -tie.
to ut

so

prevalent in many part* ot mn country completely
eradicated by tin- u*e of the Quaker Bitter*.

s

or

..

The Aged hud in the Quaker Bitter* just the ar
dediniuj' years

tide they stand m need of in their
11 ipiicken* the blood and cheer* I lie
the passage down the | lane inclined

No Ofie call remain
with an incutable di*« a
of t he Quaker Bit ter*.

Sold

mi ml.

ami pav

e*

Ion;* uuwdi mile-* atllicted
after tukiny a feu bottle*
<•

Belfast

by all |(ru»gisb ami Dealers in Mediciue*.
SOLD vv Hul.l.

HAGAN’S

AM

pftrflunH
Portland.

PKKPAKkD in

nil.

i i. S.

HA NT & CO.,

At their limit Medical
Street, Providence, It. 1

Depot 195 A l'Ji

Savings Bank.

NOW 18 THK time; TO OKPOSIT
“A Penny Saved ia

AM) Kl.l All. in

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
J. W PHILLIPS & CO.,

Broad
timiir

a

Penny

Earned.

made
before the 1st ol ai.\
be placed upon interest ever)
and
.November
and the mt< i*
(except May
computed upon the saute in .1 me ami Decemb*:
receiv
ed
at
the
Banking K»> »m I' *'>>»
daily
Deposits
‘i to 12 A. M
and 2 to 4 l' M
'Saturday* »' u v t.
12 A M
l’! X
A** V »• AI V f
.1*111 N li l^nviHY, flea
Belfast, duly l b 1;7o
mouth, will
Df.l’oSlls
month,

on

or

BISHOP SOULE’S BOSTON LEAD CO.

TIIIE

i

»

AM)

THE WORLD

subscriber hereby gives
public notice to all
concerned that she has been uuly appointed anil
taken upon herself tin* trust of administratrix of the
estate of Charles Turner, late of Stockton, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as tin*
law directs; sin* therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make ini
mediate payment, and those who have any demauds
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
JULIA C. TURNER.

Court, (

..

GURKO,

'ARCHIMEDEAN;
Ui

DKhRINti

o

CAN

THE CHAMPION

LAWN MOWER

H

<

Will leave Railroad WUarl I’urtluud every Tueridus
and Friday evenings. .tT m ,\ lock l-.i ko<klau(l
;i
tim
l)»ir I -1* Sedgwick. South West Hurt)
Mt. l>e..
Mdlhiidg» ,J.m* snort and Machia'p
Returning vs ill ha.* Marlmisport every Monday
and Thursday morning
at
o'clock, arriving o.
I’ortland sain* evening, connecting with the t’ul!
man Night
Train and »-aTly Morning Train' tot
Boston.
For farther particular* impure ol Ross & >i id
v ant
im ( omn»ei\ ial street ut
* VRl
I RMsA.VI (ienerui Agent
Fort la lid May hJ. lv

BE

ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Fikli>, Register.

THE

I h«- Sfeuiiier

HtSEASE

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

subscriber hereby
gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Executor of the
estate of Nelson Allen, late of Montville, in the
bond as the
deceased, by
county ol Waldo,
law directs; he therefore
requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make im
mediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
C HARLES N. ALLEN.

Ac.

HEART

COTE & QUIMBY.

of
upon
estate of Eben Seavey, late of Searsport, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as tin*
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
EBEN W SEAVEY.

i

Biaile, Style,

x-v

vl*l

till.

ANDREW

A true

,,

■

STITCH

Cannot be cured by sn tills, washes or local applica
tions. It is a weakness of the constitution, develop
ing itself in the nasal organs lir-i, afterwardto throat and lung-, ending gemrallv
in
<
BUTLER, Guardian of D. F. B. I tending
Consumption, if not checked l>\ proper remedies
Young, minor heir of Win. Young, hit** of Sears
in head, hack, loins and weakm-- of kidneys
l*ains
nioiit, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
are its attendant diseases.
.More people hu\e ( ;i
presented his second and tinal account of Guardian
tarrh than any other disea-e
li i- ea»il\ cured.
ship for allowance.
Thousands of cases, stune of thirl) li \- vears’s -land
Ordered, That tin* said Guardian give notice to
ing, have been entirely cured in New Hampshire the
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
past three years b> the Constitutional Catarrh
to be published three weeks successively in tin* ReRemedy. Certificates to back the above, and
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may treatise
on Catarrh in a ■',! pace pamphlet,
lit free
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
on
to Littlefield' &
Hayes, drugci ts,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesdav
N
II.
Semi
name
on a
proprietors,
.Manchester,
of August next, at ten of tin* clock before noon, and
I
postal card, and it will co.-t only a cent. I'rice.
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should
bottle.
.Jmoh>.
per
not be allowed.
At u Probat** Court held
the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 1873.

.■

Ku^' & > turd is am, im omm-rrial *lrc tt
• Y BF> Ml
KIHVAM.i rii ai Agiut
« Y PI S
P \ 1"1 l-.l{SON. \g*-ut tor B«lfait
Portland, April ; 1*\

la K V\r ISTON I

subscriber

LA KIN DA ATKINS of Belfast, in said county,
J complains and informs said court that she was
married to i'hilip D. Atkins, ol said Belfast, within
seven years last past, in this State, and has had by
him three children now living, and that ever since
her said marriage sin* has conducted in all respects as a wife and mother should do, hut that her
said husband during the last two years has brutally
abused her and been habitually drunken and licentious during said time, and wholly neglected and
abandoned her and her said children; wherefore
your complainant prays that a divorce and the
custody ol the -aid children may be decreed to her,
and such alimony as the court may adjudge reason
able, it saul court deems it proper and conducive to
domestic harmony and the morality of society.
MRS. f LARIN DA ATKINS.
WALDO MS—Mm*, .li t*
April Term, 1873.

At a Probat** Court held
tin* County of Waldo,
July, A. D. lfsr.5.

lb-turning will n avi- Bang..) v.-rv Mondu W
m-sday and Friday morning- at ti ..cluck, tou.
.*
tin- abm* nann-.i landing' arriving in Portland
at i o’lock P \1
I
tin th*-r particulars iuijuin

a*

LYON MFG. CO

<

HILLS

KILBY.

hampdcn

Country

and

C.

I III

W ilh the least and nio-t simple machinery of am
silt lTl.i: Sewinu Machine
It. therefore W'KAI,*:
LKSS than any other, and combine-, with it
remarkable -implicit! and ease
I running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
wank. Weateal-o Agent- for tin* improved Sin_
\\
Machine.
-ell on
rv
liberal term-.
hunt
fail to call and examine.

11.

Druggists

all

ey

NuiH *■: S./.t

hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that he has been duly appointed and
THE
himself tin* trust of Executor
taken
tin-

L A. Knowlton &. Co., J. L Moody, Fred. A
II. WIND.
Ivnowlton, Agents. Belfast.
Searsmont, June •*«!, ls7X—OwJSeow
WALDO MS—Sui*. Jiid.
April Term.

ceased.
Ordered, That the said Harriet give notice to
all persons interested hv causing a copy of this
order to be published three week successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
ina> appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast,
within and for said Count \, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at t* n ol tin- clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why tin- prayer of
said petition should not b«* granted.
ASA IHl KLOl GH Judge
li. P Fihi.i*, Register.
A true copy. Attest

I

Mustang; Liniment,

DOMESTIC.”

application

AT SEARSMONT.

•John K——, Sr., filed a petition in bankAdvertising is a Salve which
ruptcy in the United States Court in this
eily. and accordingly the usual notice was draws customers.
Advertising
afterwards sent to him, to
appear in court,
on the tweltli
day ot June, to “show cause is like the celebrated
magnetic
why the proceedings should not be dismissed." It seems the notice was served
it draws everybody and
stone;
on John S
Jr., sou of the petitioner
am! was returned with the
following en- his wife right up to the point.
dorsement :
United States District Court, Southern Dis- You
might as well try to make
trict ol Ohio, U. S. A. My answer to the within is, that I never applied for hankruptev. I
a dead man swim
had no need of it. I am not
up stream as

DOI GHKRITY, widow of John B.
late of Searsmont, in said County
deceased,
Waldo,
having presented a petition for
allowance from the personal estate of said de-

I TAHKIKT

having presented

V&*U1\'K AIK A L'ALI.!^
kept in a tirst class Saloon.
Belfast, Dec.
lyr'ifi

on

Belfast, within and for
the second Teusday of

.11. Dougherity,

of

an

Brook*, May

at

Capt.

25c., SOc. and If. 1 per Bottle.

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
pe titioner give- notice* to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
there*on to be published three weeks successively in
the* Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appe ar at a Probate Court, to be* he ld
at the* Probate* Office* in Belfast aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock in
tin* fore-noon, and shew cause*, if any they have*, why
1 lee -'iii«i»Iw.iil.l nut 1>«- p;r*ii»te*ii.
A ft A I 111 RLOl'Oii, Judge.
A true Copy.
Attest
B 1* Fir.l.l). Register.
Uv2

At a Probate Court held
tin* County of Waldo,
July, A. 1>. 1873.

Will l«-uv* Kuilroml W'lnirf, Portland,*-. rv
Monday
W .-dncsday ami Frida;.
*-ning>, i? lu •Vd'ock. cm
liu-m ing \\ *.un-sduv, April
for Bangui t.»m lri,r
at Koekland, < atndiMi. Lincolnvill*
B«ltast, >* arI 11. >andy Point
u.d
liucki-port. W mti-rport

Mem:

u Probate Court
held at Belfast, within and tor
the C ounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
A
1).
.July,

a Probate*
Court he ld at B Hast, within and
for the* County of Waldo, oil the* -t-.-ond Tue*sda\
of July, A. U lftrii.
Upon the* foregoing Petition, Ordeml, That the*
petitioner give- notice to all perseius inte*reste*d by
e.ausing u copy of said petition, with this order there*
on, to be* publishe-d three we*eks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printe*d at Be lfast, that
they may appe*ar at a Probate Court t<> be- he-ld at the*
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the* second
Tuesday of Aug. next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
ami she w cause*, if any they have, why the same
should not be- granted.
ASA THURl.OUHH, Judge.
A true- copy. Attest
B I*. Fn.l.i», Register.

Do not bo imposed mpon by using any other
Liuiun ut daimiag th same properties or results.
t
Be sure and
a cheat aiivl a fraud
Ihev iii
nothing but

“LIGHT RUNNING”

1 I

MFAMKK

FAYOKITF

Money will lie Minded.
.■

No power s so co-tl\ i- that ol' human mu-cb
amt fifty per cent. of the power
required i,. run
Sewing Machine ma\ be s.nnl
u-iiie tie

A
DOLIN'Kit, Guardian of F.mma J.
Simonton, minor heir of Putnam Simonton,
of Searsport, in said County, deceased, represents
that said minor is seized of certain real estate situate
in said Searsport, being an undivided fourth part of
a lot, one acre, of what is known a- the Alex
.Nichols lot ; that an advantageous otter lias been
made for >aid minor’s interest therein by one Geo.
!.. Merrill which should be immediately accepted.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honor to
grant him a license to "«*U and convey said reul estate
of said minor, (including the revision of the widow’s dower thereon,) for said otter without notice.
|
WM A. DOL1YFR, Guardian.

At

I 111

w

h

■

HHl'int Dec.

recommended, the

as

CITY OF RICHMOND!

FIFTY PER CENT. SA TED!

Judge of Probate for the County

fo the* Honorable* Judge* of Probate for the* County
of Waldo.
AN1KL H Bl.AKK, Uiuardiau of Klla H Blake,
minor heir at law of Mary O. Kllis, Lite* of
•Searsport, in -aid Count}, iiecc*a-e*d, respectfully
represents that said minor is seized of certain real
♦■state- situate* in
range, 1'ownship No ft, County of
Aroostook, consisting of about 2a acres of wood
land: that an advantageous otter has bee*n made* lor
the* same* of thirty six dollar- and the* iut<-re*st of
-aid minor requires that the same* should be* sold
aud the proceeds put out at intere st for the* be*lie*lit
of said minor.
Whe*relore* your petitioner pray your honor to
grant him a license* to sell and conve y -aid real ♦•>
tate* of-aid minor for said sum at private* sale.
1>. H Bl.AKK.

mnltitudo of witnesses.
If the Liniment is not

a

°

?BB-P
Vex? kj

“

WEEK

1

At

A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.

THREE TRIPS PER

Remember, this Liniment dl«l not
spring up In *i liny or a year, producing

s-s ?.»

I poll the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copv of said petition, with thi~ order there
oil. lobe published three weeks successively m the
Republican Journal u paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock in the tore
noon, and spew cause, if any they have, why the
>uiiie ~hould not la- granted.
As A 1 HLRLOIJGH, Judge.
A true copy
Attest
B. P Flld.D, Register.
lo the Honorable
ot Waldo

S»

«<

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

WM.

and Amateur Musicians

>-*•

>-**

CS
w

re*pectfuilv

Court of Probate held
for the County of Waldo,
of July, A. D.

ja A M CrOFI

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.
»—

L I X E

r o

«*u.o Da u,
Cure N PUralgi.'
Rheuniatlum,
halt rheum. I't ihouous Bites, External Bone and
aud may bo
Muscle Atteetii-UB, Sore Nipples, A.
Justly termed the panacea tor all

“DOMESTIC”

^

a

be accompanied by bill*
All freight bill* iuu*t be pa
t.F.O i, WFFF, Agent

must

WILL ALSO

j. c. HAYNES & co.,
up. tin-court House.) 33 Court St., Boston

At

Examine the Tontine Plan
before Insuring your Life.
Agent

LUXURY !

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

PrtOBATE NOTICES.

This Society has earned and reserveed FOK'IA
Fol K PLK (KNT, on the premiums paid on its
Idle Policies and FORTY PLK ( KNT, on Fndow
ment Policies, which have been issued within (least li\« years Oil the TONTINL PLAN

lreight

Fading in duplicate.
delivery of good*

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

A

Leading

Gen’l

DOMESTIC

A

$2 fju

LOWELL,

on

Highly Recommended A Endorsed

J

Iter All

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

1
and
all similar organizations will be furnished, not !
only with the best Instruments, but with Instrue ;
tion Books to learn them, Music to play on them,
extra Strings, Reeds, ffcc., to go with them, and all
needed Materials for their repair.

Plan!

Dividend

Capt. W. R. ROIX.
W ill leave Belfast lor Boston
every Monday, W .-,i
nesday, Ihursday and Saturday, at -* o\-lock, i* Ai
Will leave Bo-ton ever) Alonda
turning
lue-da. I hur-dav and Friday, it A o'clock, I' Ai

MORISOM, Agent.

*•

Belfast, April 10, 1873.
Persons indebted to tin* subscriber are requested
call and settle immediately. A. 1). FRENCH.

,,,,
00

Al i: K

1SATAHDXXT

A QUIET DOMESTIC !

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the Countv
of Waldo.
Also policies on
^■TIMOTHY MAYO, Administrator of the estate
A *>f Martha A Douglass, late of .Monroe, in said
Comity, deceased,
represents that the
chatties and credits of said deceased are not
I goods,
first introduced by this Society, and
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges of
Administration, 1#v the sum ot two hundred and
forty dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honoi to
grant him a license to sell and convey so much of
not only by the most eminent experts in Life Insurthe real estate of suid deceased, as will satisfy his
ance, but
debts and incidental charges aud charges of Aomin
istrution at public auction or private sale.
the
Business Men and Firms
TIMOTHY MAYO

I.

curt*

quick,

ience.
s. (j.

lin
..1,011,0,y
-,

New Business.'

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY
OF CUBA.
1ft?;’, now ready. Address GKO KG K
Weybossot Street, Providence, K I

$•■'1,000,000 IHJ.
8,500,000 (Hi.
^,5‘iU,0yo 17.

JOriNSON.

S T K A

World.

It is recommended with unbounded asauranc*
luftti cases ol Cuts. Bruises, Burns. Sprains, Rheumatism, Hard Swellings, Bites. Chilblains, Stiffness ut tliu Joints, Frozen Feet. Kars. &e
&c.,
aim-ug all persons, and l.*r Sprains, Founders,
King-bone Pol! evil.Scratches,Wind-galls,Hoof-ala,
Spavins, spring-halt, Saddle. Collar and Harness
dalle; also diseases of the Fye and Far iu

until 8.30 o'clock

P.

J.

FAKE TO BOSTON,

a good op
carry on the stove
A. D. FRENCH.
tf40

The Society issues all the most desirable Forms
of Life and Kndowmeiit Policies, on which Dividends
w ill he
paid annually,

Hart

According to the Cincinnati Commercial, during the ear'y part of June, a Mr.

correspondent of the Poultry World
all the summer egg-shells for his
j
hens
in the winter when
they have not
:
access
to the ground.

Assets, lb7;j,
Income,
surplus, dan. 1st, 187;:.
Sum Assured during 187--L

entirely
a
speci

WORLD,

New York.

Capt.

presents

to

Patriotic Airs sound best on the
to be purchased at the well
known store of J. C. 11 av:sis & Co., where
FU 1.1. BRASS BANDS.
FI EE ORCHESTRAS,
QUA DR IEEE BANDS.
Ql'IN'TEll EE OB( 11ES 1 RAS,
BANDS OF FOUR,

Society!

Broadway,

wishing

K.

CAMBRIDGE

Iter 30 Years of trial lias proved to bi
and palm sabdl*

A

A the best healing
Lug LlniiiKUt iu tho

And all other

I his Society does business upon the all cash mu
tual plan ami divides ALL tin* net profits thereof
among it* policy holders.
I hiring each of the years lstiy, 1>7U, 1871 and 1&7J,
it transacted more new business than any other
Life Insurance Company in the world.

O.V,

The

splendidly Illustrated Monthly, devoted
Send 1(> cts. for
to Poultry.
$1.25 a vein
Address POULTRY
men copy.
ford, Conn.
A

one

Evening

LiKlMEKt!

50 Main Street.
(Up Stairs) Over Carle it Mori-on'- Hardware store
m
Belfast, Me.

out

Superior Iu.-oruinents

SONS,

120

*«rOPEN Every
W.

HAIL COLUMBIA

IiIFE

JOi'.Vi't

il.

The above is well located and

THE

Assurance

O A R M K N T S

close
SUBSCRIBER wishing
his
in Belfast, offers his entire stock for
THEbusiness
sale,
of
in

business in Belfast.

TRIPS PER WEEK
STEAMER

or all kinds OUT AND MADE TO ORDER. Par
ticular attention paid to the making of GENTS
SHIRTS AND LADIES’ UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING lor HR AI DING ami EMBROIDERY
Done.
Agency for BUTTERICK S PAPER PA 1 fKILNS
OF GARMENTS.
A Jprgr assortment of spring
m
Styles just received.
(AIMER’S
I he
PERFECTED
11 EMM El’S
Best Dress Goods and Flannel ll>•miner in the mar
ket. TRY IT. PRH E #l.oo.
Attention
iculled to LITTLE'S
NEEDLE
S1IARPNER, POLISHER and CASE combined,
for sharpening ami polishing all kinds of needles,
and to the CRESENT BUTTON HOLE < I I 1 ER,
Examine them.
cutting any size button-liole
The best quality of Cotton. >ilk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.

For Sale !

nortuuity for any

POUR

prices.

Stoves, Tin-Ware, &e., Stc.,
consisting
chiding fools, Shop and Store.

PORTLAND, ME.

STEAMERS ON THE ROUTE1

TWO

FAGG< HUNG.
<H IETING and
EDGE STITCHING,
DONE AT SHORT NOTICE by a nice operator on
the Florence Sewing Machines', at most reasonable

factory

in full.

NG,
CORDING,
BRAIDING,
TUCKING,
IH I FLING,

Ld

Stand, situated in Brooks

to

POULTRY WORLD.

of the hand was covered with scabs of the

saves

name-plate

KELLI

|

for Sale I

Property

1873. Arrangement for the Season ofl873,

HEMMING,

F
*

Oik House —with
stable in connection and about one
acre of land on w hich is a valuable
young orchard of grafted fruit. This
is tin- most desirable location in the Village. Abo
one GRIST MILL and one SAW MILL.
The best
privilege in the Village together with the lund,
and
conveniences
attached.
Desirable
location
yards
for a
or mill of any description. Grist mill
newly repaired. Will be sold at a bargain if applied
for soon. If not sold at private sale, will be put up
at auction on October 4th.
Terms reasonable.
•niosl
N. HILLS, Brooks, Maine.

th(*

invited to visit

Valuable

BOSTON & LOWELL

For Salt* on LIBERAL
and EASY TERMS.
.Machine Stitching of all
kinds, such a>

w

Village—The

It A T L S !

cordially

are

The Subscriber offers for sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
the old stage road from Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from the former place.
This farm contains 195 acres of laud; cut last
year
25 tons of hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season 200 bushels of grafted fruit of nice
quality;
has 75 acres of
young hard wood growth ; has excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow
bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
of water. Price $2,200. Possession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire of the
subscriber at West Winterport.
li. PLUMMER.
W. Winterport, April 17th, 1875.—tf-42

A Tavern

ORDERS solicited and promptly filled.
&4TBooks with cuts, descriptions and prices sent
by mail to all desiring to purchase.

Breech Loading Shot Guns, £4u to $^<*0. Double
to S.'o.
Shot (Bins. Sh to £lf>0.
Single (inns,
1’istoD. SI
Bities, i?s to #7:'.. Revolvers, *.'» to S '»
to $>>.
(Bin material, Fishing Tackle, &e.
Large
Arm\ Guns, Kevol
discounts to dealers or clubs.
vers, etc., bought or traded for. Goods sent by ex
press (’. O. D to be examined before paid for.

Interesting to Cigak Smokers. The
San Francisco Examiner gives the
particulars ot a frightful disease which
prevails
among the Coolie cigar makers of that
city, and which, through the medium of
the cigars they manufacture, had been
communicated to the individuals in the
city. I')i'hi examination of the workmen
ii one factory, one was found whose body
and hands were a (footed with the
disgusting disease. The base of the nails were
and
and
the
running
festering sores,
palm

A

us to

fully

to send for
Parties who
Circulars and Descriptive Price List, which will be
forwarded, upon application, free.
iJil’.v

S T

W_E

4^'All persons

MIDDLETOWN, VT.
wish to purchase will do well

prevent the destruction of the natural supNor is this all; for the same pond
fan be made to yield
perch, flounders,
cels, smelts, and other fish in great quantities at no additional
expense.

worth a dollar and
don’t owe a dollar; therefore I am solvent. I
vote the Democratic tieket; am opposed to the
stealings in the United States Congress, because they give me none of them,
f accept no
free passes on railroads, no free hall tickets, no
free dinners, no treats in saloons, and I seldom
go into ladies’ society for fear of being contammated and corrupted, f pay as I go, sleep
soundly, work every dav except Sundav, then f
go to church—sometimes.
John S—1 .In.”

Experience

and many of my

Manufactured and sold by

ply.

smokers may comfort themselves with
the reflection that in their favorite habit
they may he sucking in the product of one
of the most loathsome, filthy, and inveterate diseases that
humanity is capable of
enduring. We caution the cigar smoker
to watch the effect of his
cigar upon his
mouth and throat.

Years

warerooms and examine our tinislied carriages.
Also our factory and examine the* material and work,
whether they desire to purchase or not.
All carriages made by me are
warranted.
4b*F“The public are respectfully cautioned about
purchasing carriages represented to be my make un-

Threshing & Sawing Machines,

40,bUi lobsters, of every age and condition, were let loose in the pond. Many of
them were in the soft-shell state, and

several

not

POWERS,

last, summer,

including

—AT THE—

Never Well.—'Thousands of people who are
absolutely sick complain that they are “never well.”
Without being in pain they are perpetually in a state
of discomfort worse than bodily suffering. The cause
of this indescribable wretchedness is a morbid con
dition of the digestive, assimilating and discharging
Tone, invigorate and regulate those viscera
organs

Lobster Farming.

ami

in use,

THE FINEST CARRIAGES

termined countenance.”

During July

now

Maine, embrac-

patterns made only at my factory.

new

of

exhibited in

ever

ing nearly every style

n

The attempt to cultivate lobsters for
the market was begun about a year ago ;
and though no very great results have
yet been obtained, the experiment present' every indication of ultimate success.
A space of some thirty acres ot Hats having been enclosed by an embankment,
the proprietor of the place conceived the
plan of hiring the use of the enclosed
water lor a lobster pond.
The place was
originally an arm of the sea, and had a
deep channel in the centre, so that sufficient depth of water was secured. On
building the dyke an arched way was
made in it. so that the tide could How out
and in at all times.
flic opening being
small, the tide only rises about three feet
inside, and eight feet or more outside.
This keeps tin- inside water deep at all
times, and at the same time prevents it
from becoming foul.

largest and best assortment of

hand the

elegant carriages

pounder Parrott, completely raked the most offensive appearance. Other coolies
rifle pits, and it was of the utmost import- have the same
distemper, though not in so
nice that it should be
brought into action ; offensive a condition. The workmen roll
but every attempt made by the Union men the
in
their
hands, and use the ends
cigars
t., effect this met with a murderous
volley of their lingers in tipping that end of the
from the vigilant rebel marksmen,
lii cigar which is placed in the mouth.
Cigar
this

Salerooms, Cor, Preble House,

GENTS.—*'or sample (free)

A

-FOR-

Farm for Sale.

Family

ol

Tlie Boston .Journal of Commerce gives
tile following interesting account, of a lobster farm on the Massachusetts coast.
It
is certainly the newest attempt at bringing the production of animal food under
m ill’s control :

lap streak, sloop rigged boat,
twenty feet long, planked with cedar
__and pine, with washboards. She has
good sails, anchor, road &c. Will be sold at a bargain. Inquire at this office.
Belfast, July 15, 1873.—2tf

Agents Wanted for the New Book,
& Contagious Diseases

with the newest and best treatment for all cases.
The only thorough work of the kind in the world.
Embraces Small Pox, Yellow Fever, Cholera
and analogous diseases. Xo
Safe Without It,
chromatic illustrations. The
and all buy it. Has
biggest chance of the season for agents. Address II.
S. GOODS PE ED & CO., 147 Tremont St., Boston.

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

A

Epidemic

by no means the only advenperil that Stray was engaged in Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
and the languor, depression and nervous debility,
during the war, and his history would which
of indigestion, billionHe was present- ness areaninevitable resultmake a readable volume.
and
irregular habit of body will cease. The
ed by Maj. (ten. Gilmore with the bronze Aperient contains all chemical bases of the famous
medal for valorous conduct, of w hich we Seltzer Spring—is quite as delicious and equally
believe but thirty-nine in all were ever freshing.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
distributed.
Stray is now an engineer
in
He
in
a
LATEST IMPROVED
Jersey City.
employed
factory
is a short, thick-set man of fifty or so,
with gray beard fringing a quiet but de- HORSE
1'liis

ture

Boat, for Sale!

C. P. KIMBALL’S

with

Past i- here be-ide me. in the purple,
many were unsalable on account of a lost
starry night.
Food, ill the
And tier great • \e- shine upon me with tender claw, or other mutilation.
mournful light—
shape of refuse from the fish market, was
sweet eye-. s«> full of
gentleness. -<» lovely in freely supplied them and a gate was put
their pain.
up at the entrance to prevent their esI nut I i..-p her back. ii Philip, t*» m\ faithful
cape into the sea.
Nothing particular
heart again!
happened for several months; and the
John Jaakin o Sermon.
enterprising owner arranged nets for eels
and other lish, which he caught in the
i'n* minister -aid la-t night, say- he,
pond in large quantities during the fall
'I>"n't be afraid ofgivin*:
and winter.
*ui life ain't nothin' to other folks
Win. what'- tie* list o* livin'V"
When the ice had covered the pond,
\ud that what I say to my wife, says 1
holes were cut and lobster traps were put
There’- Brown, the miserable old sinner,
down. Hood, si/cable hard-shell lobsters
rb- *1 -*">ner a beggar would starve than give
were at once caught, and two
\
ut toward bu> in a dinner."
things were
First, the water was deep and
proved
i tell \on our minister's prime, he is.
pure enough to keep the lish alive; and
But 1 eouldn't quite determine.
When I heard him a'givin it right and left.
secondly the lish were healthy, for they
had taken their hardened shells in the
lu-t who wa- hit by hi- sermon,
»t i-ourse there eouldn't be no mist ike
usual manner, and new claws had grown
When he talked of long-winded prayin',
in the place of those lost.
In the spring,
f r Peter.- and Johnson they sot and seow led
eels, perch and a great many other kinds
At every word he was savin*.
of lish were taken from the pond in liberal
And the minister lie went on to say,
quantities, and now that the spawning
There's various kind o' eheatin',
season is well advanced, the farm has
Aud religion'- as good for every day
reached its final and most critical stage.
V it is to bring to meetin*.
i don't think imieh of a man that giveSome lb,(ton good, marketable lobsters
Th« Lord Aniens at my pivarhin'.
have been taken out and sold. Every one
Aud 'pend- hi- time the following week
was a male lish, as the female fish were
In heatin' and overrenehinb"
l all returned t" the water for breeding
l “in-- that *l*i--- wa- bitter enough
1’lie spawn is now ill its last
purposes.
Vor a man like Join— to -waller:
stage, and in a few weeks, if all goes
But 1 noticed he didn’t open hi- mouth.
well, some millions of young lobsters will
N *1 onee. after that to holler.
-warm in the pond.
The eggs are already
Hun ah. -ays I. for the minister—
< M *-nurse 1 -aid it
so far advanced
that the young fry can be
quiet—
l«ivu- -nine more of thi- open talk :
seen
through the transparent shells, and
It
a ver> ivfiv-hing diet.
only one thing can prevent, them from
I he iiiiuister hit 'em e\er> time :
coming to maturity. The question is, can
Ynd when he spoke of fashion
the young lobsters defend themselves from
And a-riggin’ out in hows and things,
the lish in the pond?
It is impossible to
Ys woman’' ruling passion,
Ynd a-eoiniu' to ehureli to see tin- styles.
keep other fish out. and the lobsters must
I couldn't help a winkin'
take their chances,
livery thing is favorYnd a-nudgin' my wife, and >a\s j. ‘-That's
file bottom is stony and
j able so far.
you."
gravelly. There are plenty of hidingYnd l guess ii sot her thiukin’.
places such as the young lish seek to hide
a\
1 to myself, “That sermon's pat:
in, and the water i- always deep and
But man is a queer creation.
fresh.
Ami I'm much afraid that most o' the folkIll** propnetuj
im
a
NVon'l take the application.
k»***n, iar-sigiitod
Now if he had said a word about
man, well-educated, and thoroughly in
M’. personal inode o' •minin'.
hive with hk business.
He has entire
I'd have gone to work t-> right myself
confidence in the success of his venture,
And not set here a-grinnin\"
and will make it succeed if
anybody pan.
diisi then tin minister -in.-, says lie,
From a personal inspection of the lobster
And now I've coim* To the fellers
farm, we arc incliin d to think the project
VVIjoA. lost this -hower hy usin'their trieiuN
destined to prove a financial success.
Y> sort o’ moral umbrellas,
The ikh already sold are of excellent
iiniue." <ays he. “And find your fault'.
1 n il a<I of huntin' your brothers’;
quality, and have won a good name al<»«. lionic." In
“and
wear
the
emit'
says,
ready in market.. The number of lobsters
Von*ve tried to lit for others."
that can live in the pond is practically
At
wif. -In- nudged, and Brown he w inked
countless.
If one-eighth of the
young fish
And there w :is lots o' smilin'.
live, a couple of years will see the place
Ami lot'
lookin' at our pew—
stocked with millions ol saleable lobsters.
li "«»t :ny blood a-bilin’.
The expense is small, the rent, the food
I o mysi If. “< Jur mini -ter
l' get tin' a little hitter:
(which may he obtained for the asking,)
i :! tell him when lneetin’ *> out that 1
and the labor of catching and
preparing
Yint at all that kind of a critter."
for market being the whole of it. The exHarper*' Bazar.
is
a
periment
very important one. If it
succeeds it will introduce an entirely new
A Hero of the War.
system ol lobster fishing, and do much to
Hut

Stein ^bbertisemnits.
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Magnolia Balm
A FEW APPMl'ATKlhl MAKE A

Pure

LINIMENT

positive (Mire lor Sciatica, Kheumat i-m, Neural
gin, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Back, Sprains, Ac. It has cured cases given up by
physicians as hopeless ami is iiii oni.\ u.ri vi>
* rid
log Soaiu a.
Fry if, it will cure you.
Always proeure large bottles 1'or severe cases. Large
'■mid by all
bottles # 1.50 "mall bottles 75 cts.
KVDLL A SUN, Proprietors.
druggists, p. \\
Send stamp

t«»r

"ll»*i

>mui i> t

vsu

lyrrtoemv.

Bloommg Complexion.

It la Purely Vegetable, and its operation is aeon
and felt at once, it dues away r.'itb the Flushed
Appearance caused by Heat. I atigue, and Excitemeut. Heals and renju v a all liiub btsau Pimples,
dispelling dark aud unsightly spots. Drives away
Tan, Freckles, urn Sunburn and by its
geutie but
powerful influencu tuantbs Urn laded cheek with

YOUTHFUL BLOOM Aft I) BEAUTY.
bold by all Druggists and
63 Park Place. N*w York.

Fancy bturea.

Depot.

PIMPI.ES!
I will semi (live) precipe for my VE< J KTABI.K
BAI.M, removing Timph*, Black Worms, Blotches,
Freckles. Moth-. Tan and all Diseases of the Skin,
leaving it clear and with a healths glow. Also sure
o! Hair on bald heads or
process for line growth

smooth lace*.
TilO'
,yw4‘.»
T. O. Box *, l'wy

»\
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J H CHADWICK & CO

a

Boston, Ma-s.
Book."

'rti»

F. TH ATMAN. Chemist.
1W7 Broadway, New Vork.

,

Agts

OfHce 22, 24 &. 26 Oliver Street,

BOSTON.
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Boston Pure White Lead,
Dry and Ground in Oil.
l>»n
AND <iKOI' ND /INC, LUHAKoK. KKD
LK AD, LKAD PIPK, SHKKl LKA D.
I'lN
PIPK, UN LINK1 > PIPK. IKON PIPK
AND KITT1NOS, PI MPs, Ac..
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground at oil,
(a \n v.Nii
we warrant to be
pure- And
that tor fineness, body an d (litnihility, it i- not sur
either
in
the
market,
d
Lead
foreign or
pass*
by any
American.
$49*In order to protect oursclv «, we have adopted
as our trade-murk an eight pointed red star, w ith our
this is on every pack
corporate seal in tin centre
None genuine without it.
age of our Pure Lead

strictly

ly&i

